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READY TO; use 1M 60. DAYS FROM TIME ‘OF LAY Fine. 
SPLENDID FOR THE HOME GARDEN, | MARKET: AND SHIP-- 
PING: BEADS OF GOOD SIZE, WEIGH FROM BT 19 LES., 
HAVE BUT FEW OUTSIDE. LEAVES ‘AND THEREFORE: MAY 
BE: PLANTED VERY CLOSE, TOGETHER; AND YIELD -LA GE: 
GROPS+ ALWAYS OF. FINECPLAVOR AND VERY “SOLIDU Bai 
GONTROL THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THIS: EARLIEST OF: oe : 
VARIETIES: SEEDIS VERY SCARTE THIS SEASON; BUT IN ORDER | 
TO ENABLE ALL TO TRY THIS GREATEST OF ALL EARLY CARBAGE 

WE WILK SELLAAS RONG AS. OUR: CHOICE: STOSK SEED LASTS: AT THE 
FOLLOWING LOW PRICES, 

Par 8, 02.508, 202.508 Mle.90+: Ie fle 
OOPYIGHTED BY THE GREAT AS 



IROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U. S: A. 

Friends the Wide World Over. 
il PRESENTING this new Seed Buyers’ Guide for 1904, we heartily 

thank our thousands of friends the wide world over for the liberal patronage | 
with which they havo awarded our earnest efforts to produce the best seeds | 

that money and experience can produce. . 
We respectfully solicit your business another season knowing that we can give 

you perfect satisfaction in every respect. 

How to send Money. By Registered Letter, P. O. Money Order, Bank Draft or Express 
Money Order. Personal checks not accepted. Two-Cent Stamps accepted for small amounts. 

We prepay shipping charges on everything quoted in this book except Lawn Grass. § 
_ Write your name in full, Post Office, County and State clearly and distinctly, also your § 

shipping point, if different from Post Office, on every order ~ 
Make your order very plain, thesameas you would make out a bill. Orders mixed 

with questions and not properly made out are delayed. 
Order early. As we are handling upwards of 5000 orders each day during March and April, we would request that | 

you send us your order in January or February whenever possible, as you will greatly help us by sodoing. Ail orders areas 
-arule, however, shipped same day as received. 

a @ ° Notwithstanding the fact that the prices quoted 
Sp CCi al Premi um OF, ik e7. in this book are lower than you can secure else- A 30 % 
Maan Lwctn  s Seree o> Where. we.will this year allow :our.friends, to ae 
-seléct 30 cents worth free on every $1.00 order for packets at cataiogue prices, or 15 cents } 
worth on an order for packets amounting to 50 cents. Please understand, however. that this dis- INVESTM ENT 
count does not apply to Special Offers and Collections, or on seeds in larger quantities than by the 
packet. nor on orders of less'than 50 cents worth of packets ata time. ~ aes 
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GREAT NORTHERN SEED Co. 

i you receive two copies of this Book, please hand one to a friend who buys Seeds. 

es = , —_ 



QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC MIXTURE—Possessing all 
the good qualities of the older varieties of Asters, and sur- 
passing all in size, delicacy and beauty of coloring and 
length and strength of stems, making it especially desir- 
able for decorating purposes. One of the chief charac- 
teristics is the beautiful arrangement of the petals, the 
outer rows gracefully curling under, while center rows 
coquettishly turn over in the opposite direction, giving the 
flower a raised fluffy center, exceedingly bewitching. 

THE COLORS—Embrace a soft light rose, a rose pen- 
7 ciled with white, crimson, crimson penciled with white, 
i reddish lilac, reddish lilac penciled with white, violet 

{| violet penciled with white, etc. They are perpetual 
f bloomers; seed sown in April will give an abundance of 
} flowers from July until frost. Pkt. 8c. . 

One Packet Each of the $ Varieties of ‘Asters Listed on this Page Only 30 Cents. 

TE FT LT TG 

NEW AND GLORIOUS ASTE RS. . 
Snowball Aster. Pia 

A most distinct and handsome variety, equally val- 
uable for pot culture and cut flowers. It is a most 

- profuse bloomer, a single plant often producing as 
many as twenty-five to thirty pure snow-white flow- 
ers, globular in form and of extraordinary size.PKt. 6c. 

Fire King Aster. 
A pleasing companion to Snowball. Habit very com- 

pact, not more than 12 inches in height. The nearest 
approach to scarlet ever obtained in an Aster. Pkt. 5c. 

New White Branching Aster. 
Magnificent new variety, 18 inches high, bearing a 

profusion of large, double white flowers, 4 inches in 
diameter, upon long stems, making them excellent for 
cutting. Large Packet 4c. ; 

New Yellow Aster. 
The form of the double flower is a perfect ball, the 

quills are close together and of the brightest sulphur- 
yellow. The border petals are broad and of a lighter 
tint, seeming to enclose the flower like an old-fash- 
ioned bouquet paper. The flowers are borne upon long 
erect stems, excellent for cutting. The plants are 
12 to 15 inches high, of compact bushy, growth, and 
most abundant bloomers. Pkt. 4c. 

Harlequin Aster, 
Very odd and attractive new variety. A constant 

bloomer, handsome double flowers, composed of pure 
white petals quaintly interspersed in irregular manner, 
with deep blue and bright req markings. Height 12 
inches. Pkt. 4c. ss i, 

Asters—Finest Mixed. 
The choicest and most varied strains of Asters ever 

offered. Pkt. 5c. 

Asters—Good Mixed. _— 
_ A splendid collection of leading types of this won- 
derful flower in fine assortment. Pkt. 3c. ee 

Great Northern Aster Seeds have Exquisiteness, Rare 
Beauty and Perpetual Blooming 
Them, and They are True to Their Breeding. 

Qualities Bred Into BS Wits 



GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. 

So. eo @ 

New Victoria Asters. New Giant Comet Asfers. 

Maenificent flowers; massive and showy, with regular The plants of this variety are perfectly true to 

overlapping petals clear to the center. The flowers meas- Character, growing twelve to fifteen inches high and 
ure four inches and over across and are of rich and varied ure from 31% to 4% inches in diameter, resembling 

covered with large double flowers. The fiowers meas- 

colors. The plants grow very evenly, pyramidal in form, «shape, with artistically curved and twisted petals, the | 
; - >4 ah finest Chinese Chrysanthemum. about eighteen inches high, and carry from twenty-five REG? COLE HOG Eee eka ae 

to forty flowers. New Comet—Rose color. Pkt. 5c. 
Victoria—Snow white. Pkt. 4c. eve eee ee shades. hes ae 
Victoria—Bright pink. Pkt. 4c. ; ew Comet—Clear crimson. ee 

Victoria—Dark crimson. Pkt. 4c New Comet—Beautiful mixed. Pkt. 4¢s 

Victoria—Blue shades. Pkt. 4c. 

Victoria—Choicest mixed. Pkt. 3c. 

Perfection Asters. 

One of the most perfect and deservedly popular of ali 
Asters. Very double, large and beautiful flowers, with in- 

curved petals. Height, eighteen inches to two feet. 

Nearly thirty distinet colors. 
Perfection—Snow white. Pkt. 4¢s 
Perfection—Pink ball. Pkt. 4c. 
Perfection—Crimson ball. Pkt. 4c 

Perfection—Blue shades. Pkt. 4c. 

Perfection—Finest mixed. Pkt. 3c. 

important, \ Ws 

| While we have made the prices lower on our seeds 
| than you can secure elsewhere, we are allowing you to 

| select 30c. worth of packets free with every $1.00 order 
| for packets. This oifer does not apply to bulk seeds. 

| See page one of this book for full particulars. 

_ One Packet Each of the 15 Varieties of Asters on this Page Only 50 Cents. 



GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. 

ABUTILON.—Often called “Flowering 

Maple” or ‘Chinese Bell Flower."? As in- 
dispensable for the window or greenhouse 
as the Petunia is for the flower garden. 

Will stand more abuse and neglect than al- 

most any house plant. Grows rapidly from 

seed and is soon in bloom. Leaves are or- 

» namental, and are often beautifully varie-, 

gated. Lovely bell-shaped flowers borne the § 

year around; in all colors, white, pink, yel-~ 

low, orange, red, etc. Perennial, Blooms | 
goon after planting. 

, New Fancy Mixed. Pkt. 8c, 

ALYSSUM. 

ALYSSUM—Little Gem.—The plants are 
very dwarf, each spreads so as to complete- 
ly cover a circular space 12 to 20 in. in di- 

ameter. They soon become one mass of 

white, remaining in full bloom from spring 

te fall—being densely studded with beauti- 
ful miniature spikes of deliciously fragrant 

flowers. Pkt. 4c, ; 
ALYSSUM—Sweet.—Its pure white frag- We 

rant flowers are produced from early spring Jam 

until killed by frost; very useful in all 
kinds of bouquets. Note—For a Cemetery 

Plant nothing is more suitable than Sweet ¥ 
Alyssum, requiring but little care and at- 

tention, and a confinuous bloomer through- 
out the summer. Pkt, 3c. 

AQUILEGIA, or Columbine.—Very hand- 
some and ornamental, hardy perennial 

plants, of easy cultivation and bearing in 
profusion large flowers of novel shape an 
in a great variety of color. 

Fine Mixed. Pkt. 8c. 

AGERATUM. 

AGERATUM—Imperial Dark Blue—A 
plant that blossoms constantly all summer 
in the garden, and makes a pleasing con- 
a ee color with more brilliant varieties. 

° Ce ’ 

, . Ageratum—Dwarf White.—A new variety, 
@e_ dwarf and compact; pure white. Pkt. 3c. 

} AMBROSIA,—A hardy annual with long, 
Spiral stems, bearing an abundance of small, 
round, greenish-yellow buds and blossoms 
which are exceedingly fragrant. It is as 
desirable as is the Rose-Geranium, |as 2 
plant with fragrant foliage, and for mak- | 
ing up into bouquets and other floral work. § 
Its long, beautiful, fringy spirals of lovely ‘ 
green are unsurpassed. It is one of the fl 
easiest plants to grow, and seed may be 
SOwn early in the open ground. Pkt. 4c, 

You run no risk when yeu buy | 
Great Northern Perfection Bred 

Seeds. Honest Values and Low 

Prices Every Time. 

ABUTILON. 

One Packet Each of the Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 20 Cents. y 



GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, {fLLINOIS. 5 

BEAUTIFUL GEMS FOR THE 
HOUSE AND GARDEN 4 & 

ACROOLINIUM-—Everlasting.—Beautiful everlasting flowers, 4 
often called “Pink Daisy.” Fine for borders and invaluable for winter § 
decorations. Pkt. 3c. e 

ANGEL’S BREATE, or Gypsophila.—An annual that should 
be in every garden, thrives everywhere and furnishes the loveliest 
material for all kinds of bouquets. The tiny little flowers are borne in 
abundance on long graceful branching stems. Pkt. 3c. ep 

ANCHUSA-Hardy annual about two feet high. Bears a pro- gi 
fusion of flowers, similar to the Forget-Me-Not, though larger anc of, ww 
finercolor. iItscoloris adeep, clear, brilliant blue, with a pure white “BALLOON: \ Lu 
eye. It blooms early and continues all summer. Pkt. Se. 

ANTIRRHINUM. or Snapdragon._TOM THUMB.—Very dwarf, growing only | 
ACGROCLINIUM. eight inches high, thickly studded with beautiful spikes of gay colored flowers. PEt. Sc. | 

Antirrhinum—New Giant.— Flowers double the size of the older sorts. more closely set on the stems and colors more clear and 
brilliant. Plants very compact and bushy, growingabout 12inches high, All Colors Mixed. Pkt. dc. 

Antirrhinum—Queen of the North.—The finest and most beautiful of all 

i: 5 

Snapdragons. The plants grow into handsome regular bushes, twelve inches high, 
covered with large white flowers ofa delicious sweet perfume. Suitable for bed- 
ding or potculture. Pkt. 4c. 

ALONSOA.—Often called ‘‘Mask Flower.” They make very nice plants for 
the house in winter, if taken up in the fall. Finest Mixed. Pkt. 2c. 

if AMARANTHOUS.—Beautiful foliage plants, 
invaluable for massing where striking contrasts 
in color are desired, Choice Mixed. Pkt. 3c. 

hy ARABIS-(Alpine).—The pure white flowers 
@ grow so uniform and thickly that it gives the effect 

> Py Wy of a sheet of snow. The earliest prettiest spring 

§| “G ‘ jy WG G 7 flower. The spreading tufts are densely clothed 
P with neat, lively green leaves and covered with pure 

white flowers. Pkt. 3c. 

BALLOON VINE.—A rapid and graceful 
= climber. Sometimes called ‘‘Love-in-a-Puff.”’ Ten- 

» der annual; six feet high; flowers are white, 

B 

ved ei. A ; —s A 



' Balsam Apple. 
A beautiful climbing plant with apple shaped fruit, which, if 

preserved in alcohol, makes a useful liniment. Pkt. 3c. 

Bird of Paradise. (Poinciana.) 
The color of the flower is golden-yellow, measuring 2% in. 

across, With shape as shown in illustration, and are produced in 
very large trusses. The most beautiful part of the flower is the 
large pistils, which are spread out in fan-like form, and are of 
bright crimson color. The foliage is also highly decorated, re- « 
minding one of a very delicate Acacia, If the seed is started early, 
it will produce blooms in great profusion the first year. Pkt. 8c. 

| Genuine | 
| Bargains | 

SLIPPER. 

_ Great Northern Defiance Balsam. 
: The finest mixture yet placed before the public. This. 

} strain is a great improvement over what we have been 

i able to offer heretofore, and now contains every color ob- 

i tainable in this flower. Each color has been grown Sepa- 

H rately, and seeds saved from finest specimens. Large 

Packet 4c. 

Balsam—Gocd Mixed. 
4 A fine assortment, good colors and large double flow- 

i ers. Packet Sc, 

Beans—Scarlet Runner or Climbing. , 
Popular everywhere. Grows 12 feet high and is cov- : in 5 a 

i ered from July until frost with scarlet flowers. Pkt. Se. BIRD OF PARADISE. . | ae 

One Packet Each of the 5 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 15 Cents. 
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PERFECTION-BRED FAVORITES. 
& y 

BEGONIA—Fine Mixed.—One of the most satisfactory pot plants for the house, and a popular bedding plant 
for the garden or iawn. It blooms with the greatest profusion throughout the summer. Flowers very bril- 
liant and the foliage waxy and glossy. It is easily raised from seed and comes absolutely irue. Valuable for 
bedding and general culture. Pkt. 7c. 

BACHELOR’S BUTTON—Double.—It has been so perfected that fully 80 per cent. of the flowers are dou- 
Ss ens semi-double; of fine size, bright colors and distinet markings which have hitherto been unknown. 

o SCe 

Pi ele cea had BUTTON—Single.—Mixed, including dark ‘and light blue, purple, pink, rose, white, ete. 
Bt. Ce ‘ - 

a apa hee LACINOSA.—A beautiful climbing annual, with handsome cui-leaved foliage, and attractive 
its. Kt. Se. 

ia rage er Amethyst.—A free growing, bedding plant, 18 inches high, blooming freely. Splendid 
Mixed. t, SC, eM ; 

: BRIZA MAXIMA.—Beautiful ornamental grass 15 in. high, often called ‘‘Quaking 
Grass.’’ One of the best of the everlasting grasses. Large Pkt. 3c. 

BRACHYCOME, OR SWAN RIVER DAISY.—A beautiful dwarf growing plant, cov- 
ered with a profusion of cineraria-like flowers, of contrasting colors. Fine for edging or 
bedes, and for cutting. Hardy annual. Choicest Mixed. Large Packet only 3c. 

EVERY VARIETY & 
FIRST-WATER GEM. 

; oY S 

CLEOME or Spider Flower,—Deep purpleS\%¥ 
flowers with extra long stamens. Pkt. 100 seeds 4c. 

COCKSCOMEB (or Celosia). — The old Cockscombs 
x of our mother’s gardens but vastly improved of late\\" 

years. Its huge combs, from 6 inches toi foot across, are of the most fiery, gorgeous oo 
unlike anything else in the floralkingdom. Choicest Mixed. Pkt. 100 Id 

COTTON.—Fine curiosity in the north. They blossom freely, and 
will ripen the pods if sown early and set outside in real warm 
weather. Pkt. 4c. 
COLEUS.—One of the best known and most universaily admired 

' ornamental foliage plants, in an endless variety of colors and 
shadings, indispensable for ribbon and carpet bedding or as single 
specimens. Coleus seed germinates easily, and success is sure a 
with any ordinary annual. Pkt, 5c, 

ur crop ef Periection-Bred Seeds is especially choice this year. 
; You can bank oa resulis from GREAT NORTHERN SEEDS, ECTTON 

— 



8 . GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. | 

Oriental Beauties of Wondrous Value. 
® / 

“ CHINESE LANTERN PLANT. 
The plant produces numerous, large, inflated husks, much like the 

> shape of Chinese lanterns, at first a beautiful green color, changing to a 
ae -yellowish hue and then to brightest scarlet, and as they hang suspended 

A) i) oi among the green foliage they present a most novel and strikingly beauti- } 
Mm ful appearance. Branches cut and dried retain their rich and brilliant 

color, and make most beautiful winter bouquets when used with dried 
grasses and leaves. The plant grows from 1% to 2 feet in height. 
Treated like a Tomato, it grows and fruits freely from seed the first 

. season, yet the plants are perennial and may be wintered in the cellar 
or grown in pots as a window plant. Pkt. 4c. 

‘ CANNA—Paris Exposition. 
One of the most popular bedding plants, while even single specimens 

are most altractive in the garden. They will bloom the first year from 

> seed, if you soak the seed in boiling water over night; sow singly in 
small pots as soon as convenient and grow as rapidly as possible. The 
roots can be kept in the cellar over winter, and each clump will give six 

or eight good roots for planting out the following spring. Pkt. 8¢. 

CANNA—Crozy’s Hybrids. EWS 
Beautiful dwarf variety, sec- 

ond only to our ‘‘Paris Exposi- 
tion.’”’ Valuable -for bedding 
purposes. PkKt. 4c. 

CANNA—Tall. 

(Common Type.) A mixture of all the best tall-growing varieties. § 
| Pkt. 3c. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM—Fancy Perennial. 
i From the best Incurved, Pompone, Japanese, Chinese and Anemone, fim 
| flowercd varieties. Seeds sown in the hot.bed in February or March, or 
# even April, will give plants that will bloom in October and November, and 
eannot fail, with proper care, to give magnificent flowers in a wonderful 

» variety of colors and forms, Pkt. 8c. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM, or FRENCH MARGUERITES. 
Annual varieties much grown for cut flowers. The plants grow from }® 

# twelve to eighteen inches high and produce on long stems beautiful large § = 
| flowers of many bright colors. Pkt. 3c. 

See 

One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 25 Cents. 



GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. S 

Carnations—Extra Choicesi Double Mixed. 
Indispensable plants for both pot culture in the green- 

house and window, or garden and open ground ‘culture in 
summer. Of innumerable colors and delicious perfume. The 
plants may be kept in the open ground during the summer, 
where they will flower as profusely as when grown in pots In 
the house. Half hardy perennials. Saved from the finest 
greenhouse varieties. Pkt. 8c. 

Carnation—New Marguerite. 
This new class of fragrant Carnations will bloom in about 

four months after sowing the seed. The flowers are of bril- 
liant colors, ranging through many beautiful shades of red, 
pink, white, variegated, etc., exquisitely sweet and fully 80 
per cent. perfectly double. The plants succeed alike in the 
open garden or in pots. Seeds sown early in the year will 
give an abundance of flowers in July. Sown in May and kept 
pinched back, you will have fine flowers in the fall until 
checked by hard frosts. Sown in the autumn, the flowers 
will be in full bloom early in the spring, ‘Thus, by planting 
Sea Sa: EES at different sea- 

sons flowers can 
be had all the 
year around. 

Large Pkt. 4¢. 

COoOsSmMecs, 
New Fancy 

Mammoth. 

The latest 
movelty from 
California. The broad petals overlap each other, producing perfectly 
circular flowers of splendid substance which measure four to five 
inches across. The colors are varied and beautiful. The plants, which 
grow from four to five feet high, are a perfect mass of feathery fern- 
like foliage and studded with their mammoth flowers long after most 
other plants have succumbed to the frost, they indeed present the } 
most beautiful sight imaginable. : 

New Pure White. Pkt, 4¢. New Yellow Klondyke. Pkt. 66, 

New Pink. Pkt. 4c. New Mixed. Pkt. 5c. 

Cypress Vine. 
A most beautiful vine with delicate fern-like foliage and beautiful } 

star-shaped rose, scarlet and white flowers. Seed very slow to start j 
growth, though easily grown. All colors mixed. Pkt. $c. “ 

One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties Offered on This Page Only 25 Cents. 
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pe GRAND VARIETIES AT UNEQUALED PRICES. . 7 
Ay 

CINERARIA—(Hybrida.)—One of the most popular of greenhouse plants. The secret 
of growing well is to grow fast. Colors range from crimson, magenta, violet, purple and 

variegated. Large Flowering Mixed, Pkt, 6c, 

CYCLAMEN—(Giganteum.)—Flowers large size and of good substance. ‘The leaves are 
proportionately large and beautifully marked. Mixed. Pkt. 6c. 

CYCLAMEN—(Persicum.)—Well known, bulbous rooted plants, with beautiful yariegat- 

ed foliage in different shades of green. ‘The seed should be sown in the spring and by 

autumn will produce bulbs which will blossom the following winter. Mixed. Pkt. 4c, 
: 

f 
CANTERBURY BELLS, or CAMPANULA.—Well known and popular perennials, pro- | 

ducing bell-shaped flowers of many different colors very freely throughout the summer. 

j Single mixed. Pkt. 3c. Double mixed, Pkt, 4c, 

CALENDULA.—The name of this flower is derived from the fact that it will bloom 

every calendar month of the year. If seed is sawn early in the open ground plants will be 

in bloom in June, and will blossom continuously until severe frost. It is also a fine pot plant 
for the winter, especially for cold rooms; : Ay 

its large double bloom is always welcome. Finest Mized Colors. Pkt. 8c. 

| WILD CUCUMBER VINE,.—The quickest annual climber for arbors, trellis, 
# fences, etc., known. Makes the most mosaic covering. Never suffers from the 

heat, but contains its fresh and lively green color, and, what is of prime im- 

portance, is hardly affected by warm or-eold, wet or dry weather, and is never 

-¥ infested with insects. Profuse in bloom. It will sow itself every year and come 

| up in the same place. Pkt. 4c, ; 
CACTUS.—Latest craze in flowers. Very curious and odd looking species of, E 

| plants, which will thrive anywhere with little or no care. But little watering 

} is required. Flowers are of the most exquisite beauty and are deliciously frag- 

f rant. The wonder and attraction of all. Don’t fail to try this greatest of all 

| curiosities—the Cactus. Choicest Mixed, Pkt. Only 6c. 

Oh eS 

SPECIAL NOTICE. ee 

fhe prices quoted in this book are lower than you can secure elsewhere, 
} while our ‘*special oifers’’ make them far lower than others. 

Besides this we allow you to select 30c worth of packets free with every 
| $1.00 packet order. This does not apply to Bulk. | ae 

(See page 1 for full particulars.) 
ae ; 

CACTUS. — 

One Packet Each of the 8 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 28 Cents: 

ed i" \ 
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| BEAUT Y AND HONEST WORTH IN EVERY VARIETY. 

BVy CALCEOLARIA—Not one in ten of our customers 
have seen a Calceolaria in bloom, yet 1t is one of the handa- 

29 . somest and most striking ofall pot plants. The seeds are 
fine and must be sown with care, but after they are fairly 
up they grow finely and will bloom next winter. Each 
plant bears hundreds of pocket-like flowers, spotted and § 

_markedinthe most. curious manner. Perennial. Finest 
Hybrids Mixed. Pkt. 100 seeds 10c. 

CENTAUREA (ODORATA)—New Mareuerite—An 
exceedingly novel and beautiful flower, resembling a §&% 
highly fringed carnation. A free bloomer, being covered * 

__| with flowers from July untillateinthe Autumn. Flowers 
=a are white, light lemon yellow and violet rose, Pkt. 4c. 

COCOCINEA (INDICA)—A remarkably pretty climber. 
Pe 256 Ivy-like foliage, bright - and luxuriant; never troubled 
-S© with insects, and is admirably adapted for trellises, arbors, 

etc. Small flowers soon followed by numerous fruits two 

inches long, which turn toscarlet. Pkt. Se. 

OALAMPELIS (SCABRA)—A beautiful climber from 
Chili, with delicate foliage and bright orange blossoms in ra- 
cemes, freely produced until late in the season. Tender per- CALCEOLARIA. 
ennial. Fifteen feet high. Pkt. 3c. 

CENTROSEMA—Some times called “‘Look-at-me.” A hardy perennial vine that will bloom in 
June or Juty from seed sown in April, and bears a profusion of inverted pea-shaped flowers from 

2 ie to 24% inches in diameter, ranging in color from a rosy violet to a reddish purple, with a broad 

1 eathered white marking through the center. Large buds and back of the flower are pure white. 
‘oat 9) y: Re a ree Pkt. 4c. 

CRUEL PLANT—A beautiful and rapid grow- } 
ing climber, bearing an immense number of { 
pure white bell-shaped fragrant flowers, and de- 
rives its name from the fact that various insectsin 
sucking honey off its blossoms are caught fast and § 
securely held until they are dead. It thrives best } 

‘ slog) Nes ; ~~ in ligbt soil, If it is started early inthe house it } 
LOSYOR WS Fag 1 ee S a E | will bloom all summer. From fifteen to twenty { 

J ay Ss > Sez feethigh. Pkt. 5c. 

=< 
— 
= 
- 

One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 24 cents. 
Fo 7 4 be 3 



|GREAT NORTHERN CLIMBERS 
| Combine Beauty and Refreshing Shade. 

} Columbian Olimber—The most superb of all climbers and used 
} almost exclusively for decorating pillars, etc., at the World’s Colum- 
bian Exposition, where it was the admiration of all. It produces 

| large and handsome bell-shaped blossoms in the greatest abundance 
} and of the most varied beauty. Pkt. 5e. 

Candytuft—Snow Queen—A valuable and distinct species of CY] 
§ greatbeauty. Itisan annual variety and growsvery rapidly, quickly © 
} coming into bloom, and remaining in fullfloweraboutthree months. & 
| It bears but little foliage, and the mass of white produced makes it usetul for borders. 

Candytuft—New Carmine—A dwarf annual with beautiful carmine flowers, blooming pro- 
fusely throughout the season. Pkt. 4c. fe = 

Oandytuft—Mixed, All Colors, Pkt. 3c. % (CLumBIBY = 

| Calliopsis—Single—Very handsome and showy plants of the easiest culture; requires no y/ 22 (LIMBER, 
! care and thrives in any garden. Produces flowers in nearly every shade of yellow, orange, © OE : 
| crimson, red and brown. Itis one of those flowers which will always be admired. Mixed Colors, Pkt. 3c. 

~~ Oalliopsis—New Double—A handsome variety. Flowersa rich golden yellow, with wine-maroon spots. Pkt. 4c. 

| Cobaea—(Scandens)—Although it does grandly outside, it is also a splendid house climber, and will do well running over | 
| windows in the house. A well established plant will run thirty to forty feetin aseason. Pkt, 4c. 

Ooreopsis—(Lanceolata)—This handsome perennial is continually one mass of golden yellow. The flowers, which are- 

RC RES graceful of form, are invaluable for cutting for decorative purposes. | 
Wil, It is easily grown, perfectly hardy, succeeding in almost any loca- 

eon fe after once being planted takes care of itself. Heighttwo | 
eet. Pkt. 6c. 

it 

oom Dolichos, or Olimbing Hyacinth Bean | 
SHE IEI Splendid climber, with abundant clustered 

SAI spikes of purple and white flowers, which are 
followed by exceedingly ornamental seed | 
pods; tender annual; ten to twenty feet 

i high. Mixed. Pkt. 3c. ‘ae, 

= DON’T FORGET that you can select 30c. } 
worth FREE with every $1.00 order for | 

Ree 2 Packets, or 15c. worth for a 50¢. order for | 
1S { DENS. No =Packets, This offer is for Packets only, and | 

. Cc ANDY does not apply to bulk seed. Paid 

Each of the 9 Yarieties Listed on this page for Only 28 cents. 
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PERFECTION-BRED SEED RETAILED AT WHOLESALE PRICES. 

, Dahlia—Giants of California. 
The finest strain of double Dahlia in existence, as is acknowledged by the | 

leading florists throughout the couniry. 
Choice plants can be grown from seed as rapidly as from bulbs. Packet of 

40 seeds (equal to a $3.00 investment on Bulbs) only 8c. 

Dahlia— Double Choice Mixed. 
eae A superb mixture of the finest double varieties of the largest size and 

Parcyatinest colorings. Pkt. 5c. 

Dahlia—New Striped Single. 
te Brilliant flowers running through a large range of colors, beautifully ; 

striped, flaked. mottled and dotted in a dazzling manner. Of large size and | 
fwvg unsurpassed as cut flowers. Large Pkt. 3c. q 

Larkspur or Delphinium. 
s Very superior favorite which increases in beauty each year. Stately grow- 

9) Gib = : ing with immense spikes of the most brilliant flowers in all shades of lav- ; 
Ss Ny les ender, mauve, pale, medium and deep dark blue. Height 18 inches. Do not } 
A DAHLIAS Ny fail to include this in your order. 
Uy ee em ON) OX) Choicest Perennial Mixed. Pkt. 150 Seeds 4c. 
Wd lidddddiiitidasa ME Choicest Annual Mixed. Pkt. 150 Seeds 3c. 

DATURA CORNUCOPIA—“‘Horn of Plenty.” 

Discovered in South America in 1892 by a collector of Orchids. The plant is of 
robust habit, with thick, dark brown purple shining stems. The branches are numer- = 

ous, spreading three or four feet; thick, large dark-green colored leaves. The flowers § % 

are trumpet Shaped, measuring eight to ten inches in length and five to seven inches § ‘© 

across the mouth, and form three distinct flowers, each growing within the other. The } 

mouth of corolla is a most delicate white, beautifully marbled with royal purple. Af 

single plant gives from 200 to 300 fragrant blooms during the season, followed by a 

large thorny seed vessel, which adds to its beauty. It is of the easiest culture. 

Plent at the end of May in a warm, rich soil. Can be cultivated as an isolated speci- KRs a 
men, in masses, for centers of beds or to fill barren places, and produces a striking | AffZ7 
effect. PKt. 4¢. 

Wy 

DATURA, or Trumpet Flower—Mixed. 
Large, branching plants, producing handsome double and single trumpét-shaped } 

blossoms—white, blue, yellow and lilac—of exquisite fragrance. Blossoms open dur- 
ing the night, remaining open one day and then perish. Bloom freely from seedj Qe 
cig “a oo ground first season, and the roots can be taken up and kept over win-} 
er. i > 

One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties Listed on This Page fer Only 24 Cents. 
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DIANTHUS, or Chinese Pinks. 
(CHOICEST MIXED.) 

One of the most useful and desirable plants, and for 
beauty and variety of colors and markings unsurpassed, 
ranging from pure white to the most delicate pink and 
glowing deep crimson. A bed of these in the flower gar- 
den makes a grand display at small cost. The mixture we 
offer includes, besides standard sorts, all the new and 
brightest colors in spotted, striped and handsomely fringed 
varieties of late introduction, single and double. Pkt. “dc. 

DIANTHUS—Dwari Fireball. 
The most brilliant annual pink in cultivation; the plants 

are constantly covered with blood-red, perfectly double 
laciniated flowers until checked by severe frost. Pkt. 4c, 

DIANTHUS—Dwarf Snowball. 

This beautiful dwarf variety belongs to the Heddewiggii 
} Class of Dianthus. The plants are of very compact, dwarf 
; Show el and are covered with lovely, spotless, snow white 

‘Blooming freely the first season. 

GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, 

flowers, very full and double. From its dwarf growth 
it is very attractive for edgings, while the flowers are 
also useful for cutting for bouquets. Pkt. 4c. 

NEW LARGE FLOWERED DWARF DOUBLE HYBRID 
PINKS. 

The plants grow only nine to ten- bance high, with 
extra large double flowers frequently measuring three 
inches across, of perfect form and brilliant colors, 
ranging from pure white to deep crimson, while many 
are beautifully variegated and fantastically marked, 

os Cs 

DIANTHUS—Plumarius. 

(PHEASANT’S EYE PINK.) 

Dianthus, Plumarius, is the old- fashioned Gruss Pink, 
perfectiy hardy, plooms-very profusely in summer, ‘and 
is admirable on account of its delicacy, showiness and 
fragrance. Its use either as a cemetery Ors a garden 
flower is always satisfactory. Pkt. Sc. 

“One Packet Each of the S) Varieties of Pinks on this Page for Only 14 Gents. 
" 
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Finest Double Mixed Daisy.—A superb mixture comprised of all the best double sorts. 

ni Mee £ late that fully 80 t. of the fl ill be isies have been so improved of late that fully per cent. o e flowers wi 
iatvaned aoute. - Next to the Pansy it is the most charming plant. Valuable alike for 
‘pot culture or out of doors. 

Mammoth Snowball Daisy.—A beautiful white flowered € 
Variety, having very long stems with large double flow- 
ers of purest white. Large Pkt, 5c. 

Agathea, or Blue Daisy.—Flowers are the very. coun- 
terpart of the beautiful Paris Daisy, which is too well 
known to need extended description. Large Pkt. 4c. 

Erigeron, or Orange Daisy.—Similar in general appearance to 
the Astor. Flower heads about two inches across, of bright 
orange color. Large Pkt, 5c, 

Double Quilled Daisy.—A new strain, the flowers of which are 
> composed of petals as round as a Knitting needle. Very pret- 

ty and curious. Large Pkt. 4c. 

DIAMOND FLOWER (Ionopsidium).—It will grow in the open 
. ground, over rock work, in pots, never exceeding three inches 
in height and rarely two. ‘The tiny flowers have a glistening 

i sheen that has given them their name of Diamond Flower, and 
— being surrounded by a wreath of bright green foliage they show 
i to wonderful advantage. For pot culture in winter it is just 
y Superb. Sprinkle a fewéseeds in a small pot or saucer, or in 
i pols aybere Hage Lape are growing, and within a month you é = piece Wl 

will have the most charming mat of foliage and flowers, cov- FESS 
{ } ing the surface of the soil like moss, that you ever saw. Pkt. 6c. i] IAMOND FLOWER 
= Eschscholtzia, or Giant California Poppy.—The Eschscholtzia is one of the most hardy and 

{ Mexican Fire Plant, Painted Leaf, or Fire on the Mountain. Grows two to three feet high in a 
— easily grown of our annuals. It is also a very showy one, growing rapidly and coming into bloom 
j Soon after the plants are above ground. The foliage is finely cut and handsome and the flowers 

H exceedingly showy, large and freely produced. It is a fine flower for blooming in pots, especially 
s in winter. For winter blooming sow seed in Noyember or December in pots of light, rich soil. 
They will bloom in thirty to forty days and last all winter. Pkt. 150 seeds 4c. 

% EUPHORBIA, HETEROPHYLLA, or ANNUAL POINSETTIA.—This plant is often called 
j branching, bush-like form, with smooth, glossy, fiddle-shaped leaves, which are at first. entirely 
B green, but about mid-summer at the end of each branch appear greenish-white flowers enveloped 
5 in beautiful, orange-scarlet bracts, and the surrounding leaves are either blotched with vivid ear- 
= imine, or are carmine with green tips. It is an annual plant, but should be started early, so it 

will have sufficient time to develop its brilliant colors. Pkt, 40 seeds 4c. 

EUPHORBIA VARIEGATED.—Hardy Annual; foliage beautifully veined and margined with 
white; very showy. Sometimes known as Snow On The Mountain, Pkt. 40 seeds 3c. 
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EVERY VARIETY A GEM. EVERY GEM A BARGAIN. 
Evening Primrose, or Oenothera.—Large saucer-shaped blooms of the purest white, or the soft- . 

est, richest shades of yellow and deliciously fragrant. Seed can be sown in the open ground and 
plants will soon be in bloom. Pkt. 3c. 

Everlasting Flowers.—Flowers of. eternal beauty, which never fade. Unsurpassed for winter 
decorations as well as bouquet work. Choicest sorts mixed. Large Pkt. 5c. 

FUCHSIA—Double and Single Mixed.—Fuchsias are as easily grown from seed as from cuttings, 
and from seed many new Varieties are obtained. They will flower freely the first year in open 
ground, while the plants can be taken in the house in the winter, where they will flower stiil more 
freely. The seed we offer has been saved from the very finest double and single varieties. Pkt. 8c, Mir! 

Ui; 
: { 

FEVERFEW, Double (Matricaria.)—-A fine old-fashioned bedding plant, also suitable for pot it yypvnl 
culture. It grows about 18 inches high, with numerous branching Vy 

5 f flower stems, which are literally covered with very double pure white ay, 
qi flowers. Pkt, 4c, ety 

Si 

: FOX GLOVE, or DIGITALIS.—One of our special perennial favor- 
o4@ ites. Nothing finer can be chosen for backgrounds, center of wide 

qj borders, interspersing with shrubbery, etc. If plants are not allowed to seed they are crowned 
for months by long pyramidal spikes of lovely pendant thimble-shaped bells, snow white, rose 
blush, exquisitely shaded and spotted. Splendid mixed, Pkt. 4c, 

FORGET-ME-NOT, or Myosotis.—Large Flowering.—One of the most charming and beautiful | 
of all plants, either for open culture or the house. ‘The foliage is light and graceful, while the 
dainty little fowers, star-like in form, are of the raost delicate shade of blue, a reflection of the 

heaven itself. There are so few blue flowers, and these are so 
@ indescribably dainty, they should be in every collection. Pkt, 4e, 

F) 
FRAGRARIA INDICA, or Chinese Strawberry.—Hardy perennial, 

herbaceous creeper, from India, with yellow blossoms and bright 
red fruit, like small strawberries. Pkt. 3c, he 

GAILLARDIA,—New Double.—Large double flowers, yaluable 
for cutting. Mixed colors. Pkt. 4c, 

¥e j#Gaillardia—Single.—Valvable annuals. Single mized. Pkt, 8c. 

REMEMBER 
| That in addition to the wonderful bargains in our Perfection= 
Bred Seeds, you can select 30 cents worth of packets for every 

$1.00 order for packets; or 15 cents worth fer every 50-cent 
order for packets. This offer does not apply to bulk seeds. 

One Packet Each of the Varleties on this Page for Only 32 Cents. 

‘ , oe 



GIANT GHOST FLOWER. 

GODETIA—Northern Lights. 
- Beautiful hardy annuals, remarkable for the 
striking brilliancy and at the same time deli- 
cacy of coloring. Flowers of large size, meas- 
uring 3 to 4 in. across, with erect stamens. 
Finest Mixed. Pkt. 5c. 

* ' GOURDS— Ornamental Mixed. 
Tender annual climbers, with curiously 

shaped fruit in various colors, many of which 
are pecanorly marked. Pkt. 4c. 

* 

yy 

7 

GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, 

GIANT 

GHOST 

FLOWER. 

-Often call- 

ed Wedding 
Bell. The 

most won- 

derful plant. 
It blooms al- 

ways either 

in the house 

or out of 

doors in the 

summer. 

The fiowers 
are drooping 

bell shaped, 

over a foot 
long and 8or 

9inches wide 

of creamy 

white color, 

very frag- 
rant and 
choice sort. 

Pkt. 8c. 

Every $1.00 

order for 

packets al- 

lows you fo 
select 30c 

worth free. 

One Packet Each of the 5 Varieties on this Page for Only 30 Cents. 

“saved from 25 of the finest varieties grown. There can 

ROCKFORD, fLLINOIS. 

GERANIUM—Finest Mixed. 
The most popular plant grown, either for pot culture 

in winter or bedding out in summer. No flowering 
plants are more grown, and certainly none are more 
Suitable for large beds, where a mass of bloom is de- 
sired, or for single specimens in pots for the: house. 
But few are aware that they can be grown easily from 
seed, and flower the first season if sown early, and will | 
frequently reward the cultivator with charming new 
varieties; in fact propagation by seed is the only sure | 
way to obtain new varieties. Seed we offer has been 

17 

be no finer mixed Geranium, and it cannot fail to bring 
forth some splendid new varieties. Pkt. 10¢. + 

GEPRANIUM—Apple Scented. 
Leaves delightfully fragrant, highly prized for bou- 

quets. Pkt. 8c. é 

GERANIUM. 
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Bred for Wealth of Color and Prolific Bloom. [SS 
GLOXINIA.—Grand Mixed.—The Gloxinia is a grand flower and makes a lovely 

pot plant, as easily grown and cared for as many of the common flowers. The hand- 
some, bell-shaped flowers embrace a great variety of the richest and most beautiful 
colors, ranging from pure white to dark blood red,. pink, blush, lavender, indigo blue,\ . N 
marbled and spotted. They will bloom in four or five months from time seed is Ne Vy (e. 
sown. Pkt. 8c. SVES 

GLADIOLUS.—One of the best of all summer and fall flowers, in fact there is no KX 
flower equal to it for brilliant shades, none easier grown. Plant seed early as pos-V, sR > 

| sible, and in the fall take up small bulbs and keep from freezing. Mixed Pkt. 8c. K\ Yr 

_GLORY PEA.—Curious shrub, with singularly beautiful foliage and magnificent SN ZA, 
clusters of long, dréoping flowers, somewhat resembling a parrot’s beak. Does not} AY Eee \\ Jw 
bear transplanting and should be kept rather dry. Bright scarlet flowers. Pkt. 6c. Q \ 

| GOMPHRENA.—(Globe Amaranth.)—A desirable everlasting, valued for its hand- 
s some globular flower heads. Pkt. 3c. 

TRUE NEST-EGG GOURD.—Resembling in color, shape and size the eggs of 
5 hens. Do not crack, will last for years, and make the best of nest eggs. Rapid} 
i Grower and good climber, extremely ornamental and useful for covering screens, etc.§ 
; PP aN Children can make lots of money grow-} 

ing this Gourd and selling them to. the} 
py neighbors for nest eggs. Try this in- 

= teresting and useful variety. Pkt. 5c. 
HEUCHERA. — Sanguinea. — 

Truly a floral gem and one of the 
most paduable ade ee. to thej 

Pa: Vacenia ist 0 ardy flowering 
peasy arate bahay Ny ‘ » Pr plants that has ap-§ 

“2 = U4 peared in a long time.§ 
The flowers are borne} 
in. large, open, clear- =< ; 
stemmed panicles, and . G 
are of the most clear, bright, cheerful’ 
and charming scarlet imaginable. 

' Packet 6c. 

Gi: Z 

DIOLUS 

REMEMBER 
li your packet order amounts fo $1.00 you can seleef an 

extra 30 cents worth free. Or if it amounts fo 50 cents, 
15 cents worth, See page 1 for full particulars, “THIS 
DOES NOT APPLY TO BULK SEEDS, 

One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties Listed on this Page Only 60 Cents. | : ant 

vy hp im 

—~ 

‘ 

—- 
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Examples of Goodness and Liberality. 
HELIOTROPE—New Mammoth Flowering—Heliotrope is a universal favorite on 

account of its delightful fragrance and duration of bloom, flowering equally well as bed- 
ding plants in summer, or as pot plants in the house during winter. Seed grown in thespring 
makes fine plants for bedding out and are as easily grown as verbenas. Pkt. 4c. 

HUMULUS, Japonicus. (Japanese Hop.)—One of the most rapid climbers grown. The foli- 
age is luxuriant, and it is one of the best plants for covering verandas and trellises. Heat, drouth and 

insects do not troubie it in the least. Pkte 3c. 

HELICHRYSUM.—A popular everlast- 
ing, large, double flowers of various colors, from 
bright yellow to scarlet, shaded and tipped. 
Handsome bouquets may be formed of them for 
winter. Pkt. 4c. 

HIBISCUS, Hardy Hybrids —A fast- 
growing perennial that in one season attains 
the height and dimensions of a shrub Fine for 
clumps or an ornamental hedge or screen, and 
in mid-summer, they bear for weeks enormous 
flowers as large as tea-saucers, white, blush, 
pale and deep pink, rose, etc., the most of them 
with deeper huea eyes. Plants from spring- 
sown seed will bloom in September. Height, 
two feet. Mixed colors. Pkt. 5c. @)y NEW 

—_, HIBISCUS 
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ice Plant—Mesembryanthemum. 
A handsome and curious plant for hanging bas- 

kets, rock work and vases. The leaves and Stems 
appear as though covered with ice-crystals, and look 
like rock candy. The whole plant is peculiarly bril- 
liant in the sunshine. Pkt. 3c. , 

Linum Perenne. 
A hardy perennial, sending up numerous stems 

ANN: === which send out wiry branches with large Salver- 
LaNWN === shaped blossoms which appear to be floating. Height 

18 inches. Mixed colors. Pkt. 6c. 

Linum, or Crimson Fiax. 
Excellent for clumps or edgings, and one of the best and most showy herdy annuals for bedding. May be 

raised in any quantity from seeds sown in March or April where the plants are intended to flower. They are not 
at all fastidious regarding soil, doing well in any ordinary garden. Pkt. 3c. 

Lobelia. 
A very valuable and beautiful class of mostly dwarf-growing plants; their delicate drooping habit and the 

profusion of their charming little blue and white flowers, render them exceedingly ornamental for vases or hang- 
ing baskets and rockeries, blooming from June to November, while for border cultivation they are equally effect- 

Lavender—(Old-Fashioned Sweet.) Gs Gi ae. fd 
AI ip DW 

ae 

A well-known, sweet-scented, hardy perennial, bearing long spikes of blue flowers. |€ 
Packet 8c, LOG a 

Lantana. Ng SG wn 

| ‘Well-known shrubby plants with clusters of verbena-like flowers, and producing BZM\/ZNG 
) their pink, yellow, orange and white heads in great abundance, they have an agreeable, (REQ S 

} aromatic perfume. Mixed. Pkt. 4c. 
: 5 Zi)

 yy 

! iTS GIVING SEEDS AWAY to sell them at prices quoted in this book to say nothing 
| of the “special offers’? on bottom of each page. 
| ~. Besides this, with every 50c. order for packetc you can select another 15¢c. worth free; _ 
with a $1.00 order for packets, 30c. worth, etc. This offer applies only to packets. 

Order at once and get something for nothing. 30c. worth on each dollar. ; = 

One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 20 Cents. | - 
Bara i Pern 

‘ a f _" al + a ee * 
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49 ae CSS eye AWEALTI OF BARGAINS IN PERFECTION SEEDS, 
LINARIA—Kenilworth Ivy.—A very pretty and well known hardy perennial 

’. trailing plant for covering rock work, and very useful for hanging baskets: The 
flowers are Small, but pretty, and for a drooping plant nothing can be better, as 
it is easily grown from seed. Pkt. 4c, 

MAURANDIA.—A beautiful, rapid, graceful climber for greenhouse, parlor, 
basket or cut of door purposes, with rich purple, white and rose fox-glove shaped 
blossoms. Pkt, 3c. 

MARVEL OF PERU-—(Four O’Clock).—It is one of the most brilliant and 
showy plants that can be grown with little or no trouble. Finest mixed. Pkt. Se, 

MINA—Tobata.—Half hardy Mexican climbing annual.. The buds are at first 
vivid red, but turn to orange yellow immediately after_they oper, and when 
fully expanded the flowers are of a creamy white shade. Pkt, 4c. 

MIMULUS.—(Monkey Flower.)—Tender looking 

plants, with singularly shaped and brilliantly col- 

ored flowers, blotched and spotted in every con- 

eceiyable manner. Excellent for baskets or vases, 

while they thrive well in the open garden. Finest 

Hybrid Mixed, PEt 3c, 

LINARIA. 

|  MIMULUS—Moschatus.—(Musk Plant.)—A well-known and favorite plant, cultivated on account of 
the musky odor of the plant. Pkt, 3c. 
MIMOSA.—(Sensitive Plant.)—An interesting and curious plant. The leaves will close and droop 

at the slightest touch. Mostly grown as a curiosity. Pkt. 3c. 
The demand for mixed flower seed has become so universal of late, that there is scarcely a home 

, that does not have its bed of mixed flowers. We have arranged some very superior mixtures for our 
customers only, and have them classified as below for convenience. Don’t fail to fall in line and have 
your bed of beautiful. mixtures. 

Mixture of Tall Growing PVT oe, Sete on ae walcisina ms aman p’s eccecdce ccc cccecceceecesce Pkt. 4¢, 

Mectsire Gt Wig Wwers 105 DOHANCIS: ATIC: EsASKOISs..c.cic ones calunabrn'c cocccccscocccaceccsescence a) et 403 

Mixture Of Evening BIOOMerS 22. c ccc erenccce ancenacosecemeccccccccceccsccce Bee REE = ra aE 
Mites eee eI aie owl occ Gal os ds ciaaicic ui cinid cia €’» cidid.cqecacucecccecciacccsceas ph cet 2) 5 Ae 

MER EE Get eter HEA NNMOIS! 2° o.oo saleicacicrs ole cvclcoilnie ool a Wacmoccescecccsicececcece Spec Pkt. 4c, 

Miata eel aye GraWwin® AMMUTIS.'. ceivacjcias cola sts sc nec ecinoccanewe cies ce becacs savecvsecacs . Pkt. 4c. § 
Mis PRC ey ENCR Sie ae cle cick wcl'olavs a wicnln sine 0 lv@ Se'a Seles soa cck See cace cues Mitmatsucdea west ste eae 
Mixture of Everlasting and Ornamental GrasseS.....sseseecceccccccecsccecccccercecccececs Pkt. 4c, @ : 

Mixcare of Biennials and Perennials... seavseiaae see ee eS ead one as ee ee SAMS Oe oP eS Pkt. &c, a - 

Mixture of all varieties of Flower Seeds in special blend.........cececccecceccccccccsccsees PR 5C, 

One Packet Each ef the 17 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 50 Cents. 
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MIGNONETTE—THE QUEEN OF THE GARDEN. | 
Mignonette is the French word for ‘Little Darling.”” No more expressive word could well be found for this 

sweet, homely flower that, by its merits alone, has won its way as the favorite of all, though hundreds of showier 
flowers were its rivals. No garden is complete without its plot of Mignonette; no ROSEEAY finished without its 

sprig of this sweet-smelling flower. 

We pride ourselves on our choice strains of this favorite flower, and believe no finer seed can be secured any- 
where, Sow early in the ground for summer blooming, and in pots any time for the window. 

MIGNONETTE—Eliin. 

(A prize of $50.00 was awarded in 1902 to Chas. R. 
Jacobs, Birmingham, Ala., for naming this Mignon- 

ette.) Low growing strain of unsurpassed beauty, 
Large Pkt., 500 Seeds, 5c. 

MIGNONETTE—Flambeau. 
Bears an abundance of large, showy spikes of re- 

markable size and delicious fragrance. It also has the 

ability to last long as a cut flower. Large Pkt. 5c. 

’ MIGNONETTE—Wabana. 
Dwarf, vigorous, with massive golden flowers, very 

attractive and fragrant. You should not fail to include 
this in your collection. Large Pkt. 5c. 

MIGNONETTE—Sweet. 

‘The old favorite, being the sweetest scented vari- 

ety in the world. A vast improvement over the old 
meseda Odorata. Large Pkt. 3c. 

MIGNONETTE—Everblooming. 
We annually grow a large area of the choicest va- 

rieties of Mignonette, and have prepared from the 

choicest varieties this special blend, which includes alk 

the best varieties in existence. If given only ordinary 

care you Will be rewarded with an abundance :of bloom 

_throughout the season. Large Pkt. AC. : 

One Packet Each of the 5 Varieties of Mignonette Listed on ‘this: Page for Only 16 Cents. 
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MORNING GLORIES. 
IMPERIAL JAPANESE MORNING GLORY. 

Of large size and great beauty. Size of flower 4 to 6 inches across. Colors 
of flowers, shadings and markings are limitless, Liberal Pkt. 5c. 

IMPROVED CLIMBING MORNING GLORY. 

Latest improved and most beautiful. 
15 to 20 feet high. Choicest Mixed Colors. Pkt. 4c. 

DWARF MORNING GLORY (Convolvulus Minor Grandifiora). 

The wonder of the age. A winter house blooming variety. Extra Choice|= 
Mixed Colors, PKt 4a 

NEW DOUBLE 

MORNING GLORY. 

The most valuable novelty of the 
age. Grows 20 to 30 feet high, bear- 

ing a profusion of large double flow- 

ers, all of which are beautifully col- 

sored and marked. Pkt. 8¢, 

MOON FLOWER. 

It bears lovely white flowers 5 or 
6 inches in diameter, with a five- 
pointed star in the center; the flow- 
ers open at dusk, or earlier on 
cloudy days, at which time they are 

deliciously fragrant. Start the seed 
in the house and set out as early as 

safe in the spring. Pkt. 6c. NEW DOUBLE MORNING GLORY. 
a 

A most beautiful annual, growing = 

One Packet Each of the 8 Varieties Page for ‘Only 31 Cents. 

SS y 

MARIGOLD a 

MARIGOLD.—The Eldorado: _ 
The large, bushy plants are each a 

ball of brilliant colors, many single 
plants having 75 fiowers in bloom at 
one time. The flowers are from 8 to 
4 inches in diameter, imbricated and 
perfectly double. They embrace four 
shades of color, the lightest prim- 
rose, lemon, golden yellow and deep 
orange. Pkt. 4c. 

MARIGOLD,—Legion of Honor. 
The blooms are of medium size, 

rich golden yellow, with the center 
of each petal broadly marked with } 
velvety crimson-brown, and with }{ 
clustering stamens in bright shades {, 
ef crange-yellow. Bloom from July ; 
until frost. Pkt. 4c. 

MARIGOLD.—French Mixed. 
A class of showy and extremely 

effective plants, with fine double 
flowers of rich and beautiful colors. 
Very well adapted for large beds 
and bordering. Pkt. 4c. 

SSS 
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NASTURTIUMS—Colonial Mixture 

The $100.00 prize offered for naming this Grand New Mixture in 1903 was 
awarded to Mrs. F. S. Patton, Norfolk, Va. 

We have Sixteen New Dwarf Hybrid Nasturtions which we have just 
| perfected, Hach one has been grown separately and the seeds saved from 
{| the finest specimens, and then mixed in equal propurtions, thus making the 
| Finest Collection of Choice New Sorts ever offered at any price. These 
new Nasturtiums are a perfect sight when growing, producing a mass of 
flowers of remarkable beauty. Plants grow strong, branching nicely. and 
will continue to bloom throughout the season. Weown all the seed there 

is so send to headquarters for this 
finest of all mixtures. Large Pkt. 
OC.3 Oz. f5c. 

5 

t 

Dwarf Nasturtium—Aurora. 

The ground color is a chrome } 
yellow, the under petals being of z 

' asomewhat lighter tint, while the ERE ERSe Or enue 
two lower petals are spotted ana veined with purplish- carmine. Pkt. 4c. 

Dwarf Nasturtium—Empress of [ndia. 

The leaves are of a dark purplish-blue color, making a suitable background 
for the brilliant crimson scarlet flowers. Large Pkt. 4c. 

Dwarf Nasturtium—Lady Bird. 

Ground color is a rich golden yellow, each petal barred witha yread vein of 
bright ruby crimson. Large Pkt. 4c. 

Dwarf Nasturtium—Spotted Hing. 
Rich orange ‘hee 2 aoa with maroon. P&i. 4c. 

With every order for $1.00 v t arih of Packets we allow 30 cents worth 

of Seeds Free. This does not apply to Bulk Seeds, but Packets only. 
COLONIAL MIXTURE. 

One Packet Each of the s Varieties of Nasturtiums Listed on this Page for only 20 cents. 

ht 
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NASTURTIUMS--Dwarf, "257 
The best ever produced and not surpassed for gor- 

geousness of colors and brilliance of effect, embracing 

every Known good sort, including: Aurora, Empress 

of India, Lady Bird, King Thecdore, Pearl White, 
~) Ruby King, New Brilliant, Yellow and Spotted King, 
57 etc. In dwarf Nasturtiums we consider this special } 

Z mixture the best that money can buy; the price may | 
appear high for this strain, but it is made up espe- | 
cially for critical buyers who have the money to spend { 
for the best only. Dwarf Nasturtiums now rank with j 

, Sweet Peas and Pansies as a favorite and fashionable 
flower. Pkt. 4c.; .oz. 12c. 

== GOOD MIXED.—The same grade as usually sold, } 
and very fine, Pkt. 8c.; oz, 10c¢, 

“DWARF NASTURTIUM. 

NASTURTIUMS--New Climbing. 
_ .MADAME GUNTER’S HYBRIDS—A new section obtained by artifi= 

Cial hybridizing and distinguished by dark colored foliage and flowers of w 
richness and variety of coloring not to be found in any of the Cifferent 
-classes of Nasturtiums heretofore grown. Colors in these new hybrids in- 
clude various shades of rose, salmon, bright-red, pale-yellow, etc., each 
Self-colored or spotted, mottled, striped and margined. Pkt. 5c.; oz. 12c. 

CANARY BIRD FLOWER (Tropaeolum Canariensis).—Beautiful an- 
nual climber with bright green foliage. Flowers are a bright golden yel- 
low bearing a fanciful resemblance to birds with expanded wings. Pkt. 4c. 

CHOICEST MIXED.—We also offer a special mixture of the Tall, or 
Climbing Nasturtiums, made up on the same basis as the Dwarf Variety, 
Finest Mixed, from best named and brightest colors only. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 10c. 

EXTRA MIXED.—Free bloomers, many bright colors. Pkt. 3c.; oz. 8c. 
SPLENDID MIXTURE.—F ar in advance of anything before offered 

for size and great variety of flowers. This mixture is composed of a 
careful blending of all the varieties offered on these two pages with the (N°) @ye4a~s 
exception of our new Mixture on which we are offering $100.00 for a el sas ¢ 
name, with an addition of many strikingly beautiful hybrids. By planting R 

, this mixture you are sure of the grandest collection of Nasturtiums at- Be 3 
‘tainable. Pkt. 8c.; oz. 15c. nie TALI, OR CLIMBING NASTURTIUMS. 

One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties of Nasturtiums Listed on this Page for Only 23 Cents. 

~ 
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| SATISF ACTION-GIVING SEEDS AT UNHEARD-OF PRICES. 
y= KC <i) fl! | FENG NIEREMBERGIA.—Désirable for baskets, vases or bedding. Half hardy per- 

= ennial, always in bloom. Pkt. 4c. 
NWA = NEMOPHILA, or Love Grove.—Of dwarf spreading habit and well adapted for 

we / = —~\ borders and pot culture. Hardy annual six inches high. Pkt. 4c. 
AY KZ NICOTIANA, Affinis.—Bears a profusion of sweet-scented pure white flowers. 

: Most beautiful in the evening and early morning. Plants do well in the house in 
winter. Pkt. 3c. 

NIGELLA (Love in the Mist.)—Also known as “Devil in Bush” and “Lady in 
Green.’’ Hardy annual of great beauty. Pkt. 3c. 

NOLANA.—Beautiful trailing plant Bust Paes a for baskets, pots, vases or 
rock work. Pkt. Sc. 

OXALIS.—It is not generally known that these pee at varieties of Oxalis are 
fully equal for edgings to the variety grown from bulbs. Mixed Colors. Pkt. 4c. 

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES.—AII the annual varieties mixed, very desirable for 
winter bouquets, if cut while green and dried in the shade. Pkt. 4c. 

PASSION FLOWER (May Pops.)—Handsome, rapid-growing climber for green- ~ 
house or sunny position in open ground. Flesh white with purple rays. Blossoms 
first season from seed. Pkt. 

PRIMULA SINENSIS (Chinese Primrose.)—Many persons seem to 
think Primulas are successfully propagated only in a greenhouse, hence 
we find amateurs often reluctant to attempt their culture. They are un- 
equaled as_ winter bloomers, easily grown, if right conditions are ob- | 
served, and give a succession of flowers through the season, and are — 
prized for their beauty and delicate fragrance. (See painting from nature 

on outside front cover page 
of this catalogue.) Packet of 
40 seeds only 8c ” 

recs te \ [DONT FORGET 
that you can select 30 
cents worth FREE with 
every dollar order for 
Packets, or 15 cts. worth 
with a 50 cent order for 
packets. This offerisfor | 
packets only and does || — 
not apply to bulk seeds. | | 

One Borice Each brine Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 35 Cents. alice ies 
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THE BEST PHLOX. 
Every Variety True to Name. Bred for Profit and Pleasure. 

Large Flowering Brilliant Scarlet, j 
A most effective color for bedding. Pkt.-4c. A 

Large Flowering, Pure White. 
Large round flowers of splendid substance. Pkt. 4e, 

; Hortensia. Flowered. 
One of the handsomest. The flowers are borne in large umbels, 
just like a Hydrangea. Pkt. 5c. 

Double Flowering. 
Very desirable. Flowers are double and semi-double and last 

much longer than those of the Single Phlox. All colors 
mixed. -Pkt. 5c. 

Perennial—Choicest Mixed. 
} The varieties of the perennial Phlox are among the choicest 

of our flowers for bedding and border plants. They are hardy 
and need no protection. Pkt. 5c. 

Drummondii—Good Mixed. 
Invaluable for bedding and cut flowers; an excellent strain 
kt. Sc. Up, Kil Lit zzlzze ag RIED pie D 

New Large 
Flowered 
Yeliow Phlox. 

Among the many 
acresof Phlox 
growing at Rock- 
ford the past sea- 
son few have ex- 
cited such atten- 
tion as the bed of 
this new large 
yellow Phlox. It 
is a rich straw- 
yellow, of warm 
and glowing tone, 
while the flowers 
are of extra large 
size andfine form. 
The clusters of 
bloomsare magni- 
ficent. Pkt. 5c. 

Ew Z 
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STARRED AND FRINGED PHLOX. 
These ‘Starred and Fringed Phloxes’’ are } 

really entitled to rank as a new race. In the } 
fringed flowers the petals are partly fimbri- j 
cate and partly three-toothed, in more than 
twenty distinct shades. In the Starred 
Phloxes the pointed central teeth of the 
petals are five or six times as long as the 
lateral ones and project beyond them like 
little spines, giving the flowers a star-like 
form. Pkt. 4c. 

GIANT PHLOX. 

‘Their long duration, in bloom, ¢ombined | 
with their almost unequaled richness of col- 
or, renders them of invaluable service in the 
flower garden. The colors range in every 
_conceivable shade. Flowers twice the size of- 
common Phlox. Pkt. 5c. 

One Packet Each of the 9 Varieties of Phiox Listed on this Page for Only 384 Cents. 



» CASH PRIZE 

FOR VHB 

Mammoth 

Rainbow Pansy, 

The illustration will only 
give you a fair idea of the 

i size and beauty of the indi- 
i vidual flowers which are of 

the largest size and most 
i perfect shape and _ richest 
i colors, which, for variety and 
i beauty, cannot be excelled. 
| The fiowers are half as large 
| again as ordinary Pansies, 
frequently measuring 214 to @ 
4 in. across. The colors are’ 
truly wonderful and include 
all the new shades and 

| markings introduced to. the 
# present time. Hspecially in- 
troduced to the most critical 
Pansy lover and florist who 

| require the greatest variety 
| of colors aS well as flowers 
i of largest size. Pkt. 10c, 

$100 in Cash 
will be paid for the largest blossom 
raised from the seed of our Mam- 

j moth Rainbow Pansies during 
| 1904. Competition open to all of our 
; customers who purchase from us a 

| 10c packet of our Mammoth Rain- 
| bow Pansy Seed during the year 

| 1904. The contest closes Octobor 15, 
| 1904. at 6 o’clock p. m., when ‘the prize will be awarded promptly 
to the successful competitor. All blossoms must be care- 

| fully pressed and mailed to us before this date. BEyery 
packet of our seed is sent out in a coupon envelope on 
which you will write your name and address in the places 
designated. and return to us at the same time that you 

# send the Pansy blossom. 

Special Offers Abound Throughout this Book, Do Not Fail to Take Advantage of Them. 

| GREAT NORTHERN PANSY SEED IS 
| NOTED FOR ITS PROLIFIC BLOOM- 
| ING PLANTS AND GIANT BLOSSOMS. 

In case there are several . 
flowers received of exactly § 
the same size, beauty and 
markings of the flowers will 
take first place. Pe 

The $160.00 prize im 1903 was 
awarded to Mrs. D. W. Allison, 

Los Angeles, California. 

How to Dry and*Press_ : 
Pansies, 

To dry flowers, place them © 
in a large shallow pan or box 
and sift over them gently the 
finest, driest sand, giving 
them a bed of this sand at | 

#7 first, of course. By sifting it | 
over very gradually and care- 
fully, the sand atoms will 
slowly form about the flow- 
‘er, which, because of the 
gradual drifting about and 
piling up of the atoms, keep © 
the shape even to the most 
delicate curving. After the 
flowers are all well covered — 

. from sight, keep the pan or | 
days, after which it is left to cool § 
slowly, and the flowers, ferns, grasses, 

etc., thus treated are found to have § 
kept their natural forms, and with very — 
box exposed to a gentle heat for some | 

little perceptible difference to: color. This is an old 
German method and one that is most successful. You 
can also press the blossoms between clean blotting pa-— 
per if you are careful in smoothing out the petals so f 
there will be no creases or wrinkles, but it is advisable 
to place oiled tissue paper over the face of the blos-— 
som. ; , ' 



THE BEST PANSIES. 
New Imperial German—This mixture embraces seed 

of over 50 colors and markings. Guaranteed to equal | 
any strain offered as Imperial German. Pkt. 5c. 

Royal Show—Is a mixture 
especially prepared from sep- 
arate strains and colors of all 
the largest flowering and fin- 
est varieties that can be se- 
cured in Europe, and is un- 
surpassed in beauty, colorings 

-and markings. Pkt. 6c. 

Snow Queen—Pure satiny 
white, with yellow dot in cen- 
ter of flower, sometimes 
marked near center with 
faint blue or purple lines, 
Pkt. 4c. 

New Red Mixed—The most 
brilliant Pansy mixture ever 
offered; made up from a col- 
lection of all the best shades 
which have been produced up 

Meteor—Color, bright can- 
ary yellow; the 3 lower pet- 
als are variously spotted with 
mahogany brown todarkpur- 
ple, narrowly margined with 
gold or silver. Pkt. 4c. 

Peacock—A beautiful vari- 
ety of ultramarine blue in the 
upper petals of the flower, ed- 
ged with a thin white line, 
within which is a space of 
purplish crimson, passing into 
a@ rich central blotch of deep 
blue shading to black, named ‘‘Peacock’’® because the 
blending colors resemble the feathers of a peacock. 
Pkt. 4c. 

Good Mixed—Fine for bedding; many rich colors. 
r Pkt. Ge 

NEW GIANT TRIMARDEAD. 

variety of colors. Pkt. 4c. 

GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, 

Satisfaction Every Time by 
Planting Our Tested Seeds. 

, New, Giant Trimardeau—Remarkable for the extra large 
size of flowers, perfect shape and rich colors, which, for 
variety and beauty, cannot be surpassed. Liberal Pkt. 6c. 

Giant Yellow. Prince—The j; 

With the Sweet Violet (viol 

‘One Packet Each of the 13 Varieties of Pansy Listed on this Page for Only 50 Cents, 

color is pure golden yellow, 
shaded canary, sometimes 
with the three lower petals 
marked with purplish or red 
blotches and hair _ lines. 
Pkt. 6c. 

Giant White Spotted—The 
flowers are very large, pure 
white, with a violet blotch on } 
the 3 lower petals, of good 
form and substance. Pkt. 6c. | 

Emperor William—The fin- 
est blue variety. The flowers } 
are true, splendid, ultrama- 
rine blue color, with well de- 
ae purple-violet eye. Pkt. | 
Cc: 

Black Prince—A_ distinct 
pansy of sterling merit. The 
rich glossy black has a pe=- | 
eculiarly soft, velvety appear- | 
ance, the magnificent large 
flowers are of fine circular 
form and carried upright 
well above the foliage. 
4c. 

Sweet Scented—The per- 
fume of the Violet. Tne beau- | 
ty of the Pansy. This new 
class is the result of crossing 
the Pansy (viola tri-color) 

t a cornuta) the resulting hy- 
brids, in addition to retaining the delightful violet per- § 
fume, produce the most beautiful Pansy-like blossoms, 2 
to 2% inches across, of great substance and an endless 

Pkt. j 
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GIANTS OF CALIFORNIA PETUNIAS. 

A California strain of great beauty, size and luxuriance. Thsg flowers are of immense size, often measuring 5 
to 6 in. across, but the variety of colors, markings, veinings and blotchings distinguish them from all others. 
They are usually ruffied and fringed on the edges, and present a variety of beautiful effects, many colors being 

Tich and glowing, while others are very delicate. Pkt. 8c. - 

PETUNIAS—Ruffled Giants. 

oe The flowers of this new strain are extremely deep-throated and 
“very large; they are rufiied, fluted or fringed; striped, blotched and 
of solid, intense colors, with many new combinations Pkt. 10c. 

PETUNIAS—New Double Fordhook. 
(Fancy Fringed.)—Finest varieties, carefully fecundated with 

best double flowers, and will produce from 25 to 40 per cent. of 
double flowering plants. Some double, fringed in all shades of colors, 
Blossoms that come single will be of grandiflora type. Pkt. 10¢s 

PETUNIA—Snowball. 
(Single.)—Grows about 8 in. high, with pure satiny white fow- 

ers, making a beautiful edging or bedding plant. Pkt. 4c. 

PETUNIA—New Star. mn 
Exquisite variety for the garden or pot culture, flowers have 

distinct white, star-like stripes on rich purplish ground. Pkt. 4c. 

PETUNIA—Hybrids. 
(Single, Finest Mixed. )—A splendid mixture, embracing all col- 

ors. They are excellent for bedding or massing. Pkt. Sc. . 

PHACELIA—Campanularia. : 
A lovely annual, which, when sown in the open Brow May SES: 

will commence blooming the ist of June and continue all summer 
in great profusion. Blossoms are blue, cup-shaped, erect. “oe 4c. 

PAMPAS GRASS. 
Magnificent ornamental grass, producing numerous flower stems 

surmounted by plumes of silver inflorescence, Half- hardy peren- 
mial; 10 feet high. Pkt. 5c. 

PYRETHRUM—Roseum. 
From the dried and powdered flower of this is made the famous 

Persian Insect Powder. Flowers large, yellow and rose colores 
fhandsome. Hardy perennial; height, two feet. Pkt. 8c. 

PORTULACA—Double Flowered. 
One of the most showy and beautiful annuals, with abundant 

highly-colored flowers. For baskets, beds, masses, or edgings it is | 
invaluable. The seed we offer has peen saved with extra care from af 
finest colors; will give a good proportion of double sips Pkte 4c. Baie 

Bey . PORTULACA—Single. . ; Pro) ety Gli 

PETUNIA, DOUBLE. A great variety of colors mixed. Pkt. 3c, een) ¥ 

wc : vs One Packet Each of the 11 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only Cents. 
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~ Beautiful Garden Favorites. 
POPPY—Black Bird.—(A prize of $50.00 was awarded & 1902 to Mrs.j 

Henry Wheeler, Los Angeles, Calif., for naming this Poppy.) ‘The sen- i 

sation of the day. Deep, dark cardinal red, the nearest approach to aj SS 

black ever obtained in this flower. Large Pkt., 1000 Seeds, 8c. e 
POPPY—Elkton.—Of rapid, luxuriant coe bearing an abundances 

_of beautiful flowers of brilliant rose color. Pkt. 5c. — 
POPPY—Albatros.—(See Cut.) Flowers of dazzling whiteness, of} POPPIES 

largest size and perfectly double. Large Pkt. only 5c. 
POPPY—Iceland.—The finest perennial variety in existence, colors : 

| Tanging zee pure white and yellow to orange and scarlet. Pkt. 4c. 

POPPY —The Shirley. — Too; 

well Known to need description.§ 

Free bloomer and general favorite 

everywhere. Large Pkt. only 4c. 

POPPY —New Cardinal.—Plants compact. Flowers 
large and double, of bright scarlet color. Pkt. 4c. 

POPPY—Fairy Blush.—The prettiest color ever seen. 
Flowers have the effect of a large, white, feathery ball, 

overcast with a rosy shade. Large Pkt. 4c. 

POPPY—White Swan.—A grand variety, producing 

large, very double, finely fringed flowers of pure snowy 

whiteness on long stiff stems. Pkt. 1000 Seeds 4c. 

DOUBLE POPPIES—Mixed.—The finest mixture ever 
offered. Contains all the double varieties on this page be- 

sides many others, such as Vesuvius, Mikado, Snowdrift, 

=, Nankeen Yellow, etc. Liberal Pkt. only 3c. 

A Packt of Poppy Sed Cone | GREAT NORTHERN SEEDS have satisiaction-giving qualities 

tains more than 1000 Seeds, bred ints every variety. Bargains and qualities rule with us. 

One Packet Eath' of ine 9 Warleties of Poppy Listed on this Page for only 36 Centa.~ 
7 be re Dea Bal - Pt 2 bs > BS : al J 
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Rose—New Dwari Multiflora. 
‘Also called Baby and Fairy Rose. Roses from seed the 

first.year. The plants bloom in three months after sowing, 
so that seed sown in February in the house may be had in 

| bloom in June in the open ground, where they continue to 
bloom throughout, the season. Plants are dwarf and bushy, 
growing about. one foot high... Very pretty in solid beds and 
borders. Very hardy and may be treated as annuals. Pkt. 8c. 

ar 

GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, 

One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 27 Cents. 

ORD, ILLINOIS. | gle 

Ricinus—New Zanzibar Castor Bean. 
A new form of Ricinus; of short jointed, stout 

growth and extraordinarily large leaves which are 
produced in such abundance that the plant is a 
perfect pyramid of beautiful foliage. The most 
tropical and ornamental Castor Bean yet intro- 
duced. The seeds, which are of extraordinary size, 
are beautifully mottled and speckled and show 
various colors, white, pink, black, crimson, ete, 
They are sure to please all. Pkt. 4c. 

Ricinus—Castor Oil Plant. 
The common standard variety; many choice va- 

rieties mixed. Pkt. 3c.- 

Rhodochiton—Volubile. “a8 
A splendid climber, growing about ten feet high, 

and a pretty subject for trellises. The flowers are 
about two inches long, curiously formed and of 
a. rich claret red, and hang on long, graceful stems. 
It flowers freely from seed the first season. PKt. 8c. 

Sanvitalia—Procumbens, Double. 
Very pretty dwarf trailing plants; excellent for 

rock work, borders or edgings of beds. The flowers 
nearly hide the foliage. Double flowers of a bril- 
liant golden yellow. Pkt. 4c. 

Senecio Elegans. 
‘A beautiful free flowering annual, dense heads of 

bloom and is of very compact and regular habit of 
growth, and when planted close together make an 
effective bed, as the flowers completely cover the 
plants. The flowers are of a fine lustrous, purple- 
red, bright crimson, rose colored and pure white, 
perfectly double and imbricated. Pkt. 3¢. — 

Salpiglossis Grandiflora. 
The graceful flowers, borne on long stems, range 

in color from the most delicate shades of light blue 
and straw color to the deepest purple and richest 
brown and maroon. Flowers borne on long stems 
in great profusion. Large flowering mixed. Pkt. 3c. 

We want tosend you FREE, 30c. worth of your own 
selection for every $1.00 worth of packets ordere 

- See page 1 for particulars. mh rad | 

if LOMA ua ee oe 
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SALVIA or SCARLET SAGE. 
Qne of the grandest plants in cultivation. A bed of them 

surpassing the finest scarlet Geraniums in brilliancy and 
continuous bloom; the flower spikes often measure from 10 
to 12 in. in length and there are as many as 200 spikes on 
a well grown plant. The plants are never out of bloom 
until killed by late frosts. It is easily grown from seed 
and the purchase of plants should be abandoned. Pkt, 4c. 

SWEET ROCKET—(Hesperis.) 
4 The Sweet Rocket produces clusters of flowers which ar@é 

Shivery fragrant during the evening. The seed rapidly germs 
inates in the open ground. Hardy perennial, 1% feet high. 
PEt, 3c. 

SMILAX. 
One of the most desirable window vines and will grow 

‘several feet high the first season. Started in the spring it 
faffords elegant trellis plants and hanging baskets for the 
fhouse in winter. Pkt. 4¢, 

SCHIZANTHUS—(Butterfiy Flower.) 
fF Elegant and very free-blooming annuals, of much interest 
and beauty, and when well grown rival in similarity of 
colors and markings the orchids, large fowers spotted with 

j crimson lilac, purple and yzllow, and the petals are cut in 
ja picturesque Manner. In pots in the conservatory or house 
gfew plants are more attractive. Pkt. 4c. 

SHELL FLOWER—(Molucca.) 
Although robust and easily grown everywhere, this in- 

teresting annual from Syria is but little Known and an- 
nually excites much attention when growing on our seed 

‘ farms. Grows from 2 to 3 feet high, sending up a long 
§ central stem with many branches, each of which is so completely covered with fiowers as to leave 

scarcely any room for the leaves. Flower is very curious, its large, shell-like ealyx is green and 
veined; Corolla white, striped with purple. When cut it emits a fragrance like balm. Pkt, 4c. 

SOLANUM—(Jerusalem Cherry.) 

A miniature orange tree, covered all winter with a profusion of scarlet fruit. The foliage is very 
beautiful, but the fruit is the chief attraction. Pkt, 3c, 

SCABIOSA or MOURNING BRIDE. 

Often called Sweet Seabius. The stock we offer is a wonderful improvemen. over the old and com- 
mon strains. The plants produce a profusion of large, double flowers of striking shades of color, 
which are very useful in making bouquets. Hardy annual. Double Dwarf Mixed. Pkt. 4c. Double 
Tall ‘Mixed, Pkt. 4c. 

SWEET WILLIAM or DIANTHUS BARBATUS. 

The Sweet William is one of the finest flowering plants among the hardy perennials. The ‘lowers 
have a wide range of pright colors and varied markings, including the finest auricula-eyed varieties. 

$ingle and Double ed. Pkt. 4c, 
SWE ET. Z 

One Packet Each of the 9 Varieties on this Page for Only 25 Gents. 

SALVIA. 
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DWARF CUPIDS, THE NEWEST AND BEST SWEET PEAS. 
New White Cupid. fine grandiflora form, beautifully rich, deep glow- 

This plant forms a compact moss-like bunch about 9 in. high "8 CTHUSON. Pe OC eayaee® 
and about 18 in. across, producing an abundance of clear white 
flowers of fine form and substance. It is well suited for growing : Crystal Cupid. 
in pots or as a border plant. Pkt. 4c.; 0z. 7c. _ The, blooms are borne in close clusters of | 

New Pink Cupid. three on stiff stems. Individual fiowers are | 
beautiful pink. Very free flowering. Pkt. 4¢.; oz. 7c. ate en Wag oe etry ais Seer Ose ae 

Identical to the above in every way except color, which is a ; ‘Beauty Cupid t ; @ 

Salopian Cupid. An exceedingly 1 d perfectly formed | Beautiful dwarf plant about 9 in. high. Flowers of large size, pagwer of a Perna aes Te pL ee fine 
cio si y bloomer, Pkt. 5c.; oz. 10c. vata 

Choicest Mixed Cupids. 

Nj. A selection of the best and latest hybrids in ) 
WS this new class. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 8c. 

(24 Perennial or Everlasting Pea. 
: (Lathyrus.) 

They have not the delicious fragrance of the 
Nea Sweet Pea, but they are equally beautiful. They 

are perfectly hardy and live year after year, 
maa bearing magnificent clusters of flowers and 
“ blooming in the spring. Pkt. 4c. 

New Double. 

Double Sweet Peas are of incomparable 
J beauty. Most plants are of extremely robust 

4 growth, producing a, lavish profusion of richly . 
fragrant flowers. The flowers are extra large, | 
frequently .measuring over two inches across. 

MWe They will not all come double, but if the plants 
~ WNW are grown strong and luxuriant they will usually { 
\\ 
SS 
SS 

WK \\ produce from 20 to 40 per cent. of double blos- 
soms. PKt. 4¢.; oz. 10c. | 

~S 

S 

\\ \ : or further varieties of Sweet Peas see pages | - : SN. and 36. ee Riis awit cat ne 
One Packet Each of the'8 Varieties of Sweet Peas Listed on this Page for Only 29 Cents. 

r 
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THE BEST SWEET PEAS. 
Regal Beauty (a prize of $50.00 was awarded in 1992 to Mrs. Wm. Spencer, 

Toronto, Canada, for naming this Sweet Pea). Beautiful white flowers 2 or 3 
on a stem of the finest form. Large Pkt. Sc.; oz. 10c. 

Sorosis. (Ys 

Flowers large and fine. Expanded form, rich dark maroon, with a tint of fh 
purple in center. Pkt. 5c.; oz. 10c. —- 

Ecstacy, A 

Very large and perfect shaped fiower. White striped with bright rose car-{ 
-mine. Pkt. 4¢.3; oz. 8c. : 

‘ Blanche Ferry, Extra Early. 

3 (The Best Pink.) Of great value for cut flowers, being ten days earlier, 
a@warfer and a more prolific bloomer than the original Blanche Ferry. Deep 
rose pink, white wings. Pkt. 3c.; oz. 7c. 

Firefly: - 

(The Best Scarlet.) The best and brightest of ali Scarlets. Standard fiery 
scarlet, wings crimson-scarlet. Pkt. 3¢.5; oz. 7c. 

Navy Blue. 

(Best Blue.) The only Sweet Pea that is of a true-blue color. General color 
effect is of a dark blue, standard brilliant royal purple, wings pure violet; the 
whole flower elegantly veined. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 8c. 

i America. 
(Very Fine.) The brightest blood-red, striped and variegated. Pkt. 4¢.}; oz. 8c. 

Stanley. 
(The Best Dark.) Rich dark maroon. This is by far the finest dark variety. 

s Skt. 3c.; oz. 7c. 
Lottie Hutchins. 

(One of the Best.) Flaked pink on cream ground; rich. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 8c. 

Stelia Morse. 
(Best Yellow.) Distinct as the nearest approach to yellow in Sweet Peas; 

of a pale primrose yellow color. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 8c. 
Blanche Burpee. 

(Best White.) Easily leads all other whites. This is without doubt the 
finest waite variety in cultivation. The habit is strong and vigorous; the seed 
should therefore be sown rather thinly. The fiowers themselves are of giant 
size and are freely produced. By keeping them_cut each day the planis may, 

i. be kept in bloom for a surprisingly long time. Pkt. 36.3 QZe (Gs 6 

Royal Rose. 
(New.) Rich, rosy pink; very fine. Pkt. 3c.3 oz. 8¢. 

; Dorothy Tennant. . 
Beautiful deep rosy mauve. One of the best. Pkt. 4c.3 cz. Se. fee 

_ Sweet Peas in Mixture see next page. BLANCHE BURPEE. 

One Packet Each of the 13 Varieties of Sweet Peas Listed on this Page for Only 40 Centss 
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TALL or CLIMBING SWEET PEAS, 
Best New Mixed.—Owing to a special demand for all the new and 

\ finer named varieties, we have selected all the larger flowering and most 

a 

WMS ~~ 
it babe 7 OAL LSA 

and rarer varieties that heretofore have’been too expensive to include 

in a mixture, including in all some fifty or sixty named varieties. This 

we call our Best Mixed, and we can particularly recommend it as extra 
choice and fine. Pkt. 5c.; oz. 9c.3 14 Ib. 28c.; Ib. 98¢. 

a 

Fine Mixed.—This strain, although not embracing the newest acca 

Ib. 40c. 

lings, ‘contains a beautiful assortment of the famous Eckford Sweet Peas and others. Pkt. 4c.; oz. ae VY Ibe 165 

Good Mixed.—A splendid collection. Pkt. 3c.3 oz. 6¢.; |4 Ib. 12¢.3 ib. $5¢. - 

In ordering packets, remember, that with every $1.00 | 

order for packets you can select 30c. worth free. Or 15c. 
worth on a she be 

TEN WEEKS STOCKS. 

Immense spikes, pyramidal in shape, the 
blooms frequently measuring from two to two and a half! 

inches in diameter. Mixed. Pkt. 4c. 

WHITE PERPETUAL STOCKS—Princess Alice. 

The individual flowers are uncommonly large, of a fine, \ 
rosette-like shape and of the purest possible white. If sown = 

early will bloom from July until November. Pkt. 5c, 

PEACH BLOSSOM STOCKS. 

The plants are of neat pyramidal habit of growth, 
i crowned with magnificent heads of beautifully shaped, per- 

fectly double, sweet-scented flowers of a delicate peach- = - 
blossom color. Pkt. 4c. THN WEEKS STOCKS. 

One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 18 Cents. 

distinct sorts, especially for those who can afford to pay for the scarce 



One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 19 Cents. 
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FRAGRANCE, BEAUTY AND AN ABUNDANCE OF BLOOM. 
THRIFT.—This is a splendid plant, forming compact tufts of narrow, green foliage, which 

makes it the most valuable for edging. The flowers are of clear, bright pink, borne in clusters on 
tall stems. Blooms all summer long and is a yery pretty, desirable and useful flower. Plant a 
good row: of it for borders. Do not fail to include this grand new flower in your order. Will give 
you Satisfaction. Pkt. only 5c. ‘ 

THUNBERGIA, or Black-Eyed Susan.—Very elegant and slender growing climbers, rapidly 
covering wire trellises and also useful for vases in the garden or house. Can also be grown with- 
out support, and one plant will form a beautiful mat three to four feet in diameter. The colors are 
pure white, light yellow and deep orange, and of each color there is a variety with white eyes, 
also with black eyes. They continue to flower all summer. A very pretty plant for the garden. 
Choicest Mixed, Pkt. 15 seedg Sc, 

VINCA.—A genus of free flowering ornamental greenhouse perennials, with glossy green foli- § 
age and beautiful circular flowers of a fine rose color. If sown early under glass and transplanted 
in a warm, sunny situation, it will bloominthe summer and autumn, and may be potted for the 
house before frost. Pkt, 100 seeds 5c. 

» WVIOLET—No flower has had its praises more often sung by 
’ the lover of nature than the violet, and it has ever stood an 
emblem of innocence. It is easily raised from seed, although 
tather slow to germinate, and when once established it is the 
first flower to greet one in the spring. It should bein every gar- 
den, however small, on account of its fragrance and early ap- 
pearance. A single flower will perfume a whole room. Suc- 
ceeds best in a shady, sheltered place, and can be easily in- 
creased by dividing the roots. We have added many new 
strains to our already large variety of violets, and from the 
cream of the best varieties have made up this assortment. Col- 
ors range through the various shades of blue, lavender and 
white. Splendid Mixed. Pkt. 100 seeds 4c, 

WALL FLOWER -Single Parisian—The large mas- # 
sive spikes of the Wall Flower are very conspicuousin Yaa; 
beds and borders and are very useful in making bouquets. 
They are the most deliciously fragrant of all garden filow- 
ers. Their cultivation has been restricted, however, be- 
cause they did not bloom until the year after the seed was 
sown; thisnew annual variety will fower throughout the 
Asummer and fall from seed sown the same spring. Every 

ne should now grow some and enjoy the pleasing fra- 
» grance of the cinnamon-colored flowers. t. 4c. 

} DOUBLE MIXED WALL FLOWERS— Spikes of de- 
liciously fragrant double flowers, combining many shades 
gof color, chocolate and orange-purple predominating. 
PEt. 4c. 

mtg 3 OC worth of seeds free with every $1.00 worth of packets. 
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CHOICE VERBENAS.| 
x 

Like the pansy, the aster and the petunia, the Ver- — 
bena is a favorite with everybody, and one of the mosé | 
universally popular of all flowers, both for the garden 
and for potculture. For constantand profuse flowering, | 
and for brilliance and beauty of colors it has few 
equals. Start seed early under glass, if possible, that 
good strong plants may be had for transplanting to the 
garden.’ They will commence blooming in June and | 
continue until after severe frosts, and during this en- 
tire time nothing in the garden will attract more atten- | 
tion than the bed or clump of Verbenas. In August 7 
cuttings may be taken from some of the best ones and © 
potted up for winter blooming, . 

GIANTS OF CALIFORNIA VERBENA— {| 
See painting from nature on back cover of this > 
Catalogue.—Flowers of unusual size, single flowers | 
sometimes being as large as a 25-cent piece, while the | 
clusters of bloom are magnificent and the range of color | 
is more Vivid than in any other mixture. Fo. garden § 
beds or massing the Verbena is unrivaled; flowers of the © 
most brilliant colors blooming continually from spring 
until late autumn. Although perrenials they bloom > 
profusely the first season from seed. Pkt 6c. 
HYBRIDS—Fine Mixed.—A very good strain and. 

fully equal to that offered by many dealers at a greatly - 
advanced price. Pkt, 3c. ; 
VERBENA ODORATA,—This lovely Verbena posses- 

ses three great points of merit over other varieties, and 
they are such important ones that it will become a ne- — 

First, it is so hardy, seed can 

Wi, 

Pure W 
# freely at all times: always comes true from seed. Pkt, 4¢, 

; Defiance Verbena.—True brightest scarlet. Pkt. 4c. 

Qne Packet Each of the 6 Varieties of Verbenas Listed on this Page for Only 21 Cents, 
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IN ORDERING DON’T 
Aster—Queen of the Pacific...... -Page 1 Morning Glory—New -Double..Page 23 
Balsam—Great Northern Defiance. ‘‘ 6 Nasturtiums—Nameless Mixture. ‘* 24 
Chinese Lantern Plant........... “ 8 Pansy—Rainbow ....sesceeeses ** 28 
Centaurea Marguerite Odorata.. ‘* 11 Poppy—Black. Bird....c.ccccese ** SL 
Dahlia—Giants of California..... 13 Sweet Peas—Cupids........... ‘** 34 
Mignonette—Elfin .........0..... ‘* 23 Wondrous Weather Plant..... ‘* 39 

One Packet Each of the 5 Varieties Listed on this 

Wondrous Weather Plant.—This beautiful plant has, 
during the last two years, ereated a great sensation 
throughout the world. It is said that the leaves, by 
changing their position, foretell the weather two days 
in advance, and extensive experiments by order of King 
Edward VII some time since proves that it is in truth 
prophetic. Other tests and experiments have not been 

so successful, and it is yet an open question as to its merits in this respect. 
A Wonderful Novelty.—it is at least a graceful vine with lovely foliage and flowers. Our cut 

shows the position the leaves are supposed to assume in foretelling the weather. If -the leaves stand 
upward from the twig, making with each other an angle of 45 deg., the sky will be cloudless and the 
weather beautiful in all respects. If they stand out straight. changeable weather is indicated. As the 
leaves droop below the twig, and indications range toward rain, until when the leaves hang straight 
downward water may be expected to fall in torrents. A local storm is indicated by the curling together 
of the leaves, and a fog by the bending of the twigs. Seeds are of good size and sometimes slow to 
germinate; soak in lukewarm water before planting. Pkt. 10c. 

BEAUTIFUL ZINNIAS. 
For grouping in 4 bed, nothing will furnish a more gorgeous mass of color nor give a. longer 

blooming season than the Zinnia. Every garden should have its plot of these beautiful flowers. We 
offér below a few of the best strains. SS 
New Mammoth Flowered.—Plants of vigorous growth, LZ | fii aa 

three feet high; profuse bloomers. Flowers are ex- 
tremely double and brilliant in-color, while in size they 
surpass all other varieties. Prize Mixed. Pkt. 6c. 

Curled and Crested Zinnia.—A splendid strain, with 
petals daintily curled and crinkled, giving a softness 
and beauty most charming, and relieving the flowers 
from much of the ordinary stiffness and coarseness. 
Mixed. Pkt. 4c. 

Lilliput Zinnia.—A new, extra dwarf variety. The 
blossoms are small and yery double, thickly covering the 
plants with their vivid scarlet or white, lasting till the 

WRIA 
Z 

Dp oe: Aye ; ta ; pe ly ¥ 
latest frosts. Those who have barred the Zinnia because {i yj} A iN \\ 
of its coarseness will be delighted with these Lilliputian |M4p PAH js ni 
varieties. They are as showy as a Geranium, for which it 4 Ui, bi Ui MU NU, i \\ \\y a, 
is a splendid substitute at trifling cost. Pkt. 100 seeds, 6c. \W (4 ' i lil’ ult i NY! 
Mammoth Zebra.—This is the finest strain of Striped ili Nui li Ail: Wi, 

or Zebra Zinnias in cultivation. Pkt. 100 seeds, 6c. Ni Mi Hi Mi oe 
OVERLOOK THESE NEW NOVELTY FLOWERS. ry 

Page for Only 25 Cents. 
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;  ASPARAGUS—New Mammoth. | 
The most distinct and valuable.variety. The immense shoots are} 

white shoots. Pkt. 4c.3; oz. 7c.; 2 oz. 12c.; 4 Ib. 18¢.3 2 Ib. 34c.3 Ib. 60¢ 

BEET—Best of All. 
The earliest and best in the market. <A selection from the standard} 

sort, Early Blood Turnip, which retains the earliness of the parenté 
stock and has added thickness, giving it a more desirable shape. It is 
the deepest red, almost black in color, and is of finer quality than th 
Blood Turnip, being sweeter and éven more tender and smoother. Th 

4 most desirable sort for small Beets for early use. Pkt. 5¢.; 0z. 8c. 
2 oz. 15c.; 4 Ib. 25c.5 Yo Ib. 40c.3 Ib. 75c. ' 

YCOLUMBIA.—This distinct new Beet'is early, of finer quality and @@a@@g@a 
# greater uniformity, both in roots and neat, handsome foliage, being of NEW MAMMOTH 

. turnip shape with smooth, clear skin and deep blood red fiesh of extra EE 
= fine quality. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 7¢c.3 2 oz. 12c.; 4 Ib. ay ee’ 

| ELECTRIC.—Rich, red, tender flesh. Very 
early. Shape almost round. The tap root is small, start- 
ing without a taper. It shows a maximum of edible 
portion with a minimum of foliage and tap root. The 
color, which is constant, is crimson, very dark, with rings 
of lighter hue. Flesh delicate, rich, sugary, free from fibre. 
Pkty'4c.; 0Z. 7c.; 2 oz. 12c.; 14 Ib. 18c.; 5 th. 30c.; Ib. 50c. 

Y IMPROVED LONG DARK SMOOTH BLOOD.—Tops 
large, neck small; leaf stems and veins red; leaf green; 
roots large, tapering toward both ends, growing even with 
the surface; dark red flesh, tender and sweet. Pkt. 3¢.; 
oz. 6¢.5 2 oz. 10c.; 14 Ib. 15c.3 1% Ib. 25c.; Ib. 40c. 

BEANS—Burpee’s Bush Lima. 
A bush form of the large Pole Lima. Uniformly dwarf, 

but enormously productive, single plants yielding from 200 
to 350 pods, Pods are as large as those of Large Lima, 
and contain from 3 to 5 very large beans of best quality, . 
fully equaling in quality Large White Lima. Pkt. 8c.; 
Ib. 14c.; Ib. 26c. 

| GREAT NORTHERN EARLY VALENTINE.—A very 
= : fine green podded variety, of stout and upright growth. 

1 LONG DARK: Pods medium length, curved and cylindrical in shape. It 
SMOOTH BLOOD. is also an ideal snap bean. Pkt. 7c.; 4 Ib. 12c.; Ib. 22c. 

‘ One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties Listed on this ‘Page for Only 30 Cents, 

fl Us ASS 
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/ NORTH STAR, 

NORTH STAR. 
. The best and earliest Snap 
Bush Beans. Round, fleshy 
pods, which mature quickly, 
and are of first rate quality. 
This is the most popular of 
all green-podded Beans, both 
for family and market gar- 
dener. We have always kept 
abreast of the time, and have 
for some‘ years past grown 
this Bean, which is unequal- 
ed in extra earliness. Pkt. 

j 7c.3 Yao Ib. 14¢.; Ib. 26c. 
KING OF THE GARDEN. 
MA—A_ well-knowyg Pole 

1 Bean and produces large- 
§ sized pods and Beans which 
; are of the best quality. Itis 
| the best Pole Lima Bean of 
today. Pkt. 6c.; \% Ib. 14c.; 
Ib. 26c. 

other Wax Bean. 

Pkt. 7c.3 % Ib. 14c.3 Ib. 26c. 

. One Packet Each of the 6 Varicties cf Beans Listed on this Page for Only 3c. 

/ 

fH 

\BVE AN S¢ NORTHERN RUST-PROOF WAX. 
Vv The Earliest Wax Bean in Cultivation. This is fully one week earlier than any 

_The pods are large and of good color and ripen uniformly and well 
There is none better for the family ganden. Pkt. 8c.3 Yo Ib. 14¢.3 Ib. 26c. 

* New Stringless Green Pod—The 
only absolutely Stringless Green 
Podded Bean in the market. Stout, 
erect vines bearing a profusion of 
long, nearly .round pods, of light 
green color. Pkt. 7c.3 Yo Ib. 12c.; 
ib. 226: » 

ye _ LAZY WIFE. 

‘This is a round, medium 
size, white pole Bean, pods 
good size, pale green in col- 
or, very thick meated, re- 
markably tender, entirely 
stringless and should be 
grown in every garden where 

. Pole Beans are desired. Pkt. 
\7c.5 Yo lb. 14¢.3 Ib. 2664 

together. 

iS Za 

YOSEMITE MONSTER WAX. Se 

YOSEMITE MONSTER WAX—Mammoth pods 8 to 10% 
inches long, as thick as one’s finger, and very fleshy and 
thick-meated. Color a rich, golden yellow, very clear and 
wax like. Bush an enormous bearer and sure to attrac 
attention anywhere from the size of its great pods. 
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NEW AMERICAN | /THE NEW 
~ SUGAR BEET. _ GOLIATH MANGEL, | 

The grandest and most superior of all Sugar Beets, af- Without question this grand Mangel of our own in- 
fording a larger percentage of sugar than any known va- troduction, stands without a rival. It has reated a 
riety. Very productive, yielding 20 tons and over of the great sensation wherever grown on account of its ex- 
finest Beets to the acre; roots are very symmetrical and traordinary size, single roots weighing from 30 to 40 
desirable in shape; grows slightly above the surface. The pounds being of frequent occurrence. Wonderfully pro- 
color is white, slightly washed with red at top, while the ductive, producing on an average the enormous quan- 
balance is of a clear white. Flesh finely grained and very _ tity of from 1,000 to 1,500 bushels and over of the finest 
sweet. We sell thousands of pounds each year to the large specimens per acre. The quality is of the highest or- 
Beet Sugar Factories throughout the country, always der, Its keeping qualities are not excelled. The crop 
with the most satisfactory results. Oz. 5c.; 4 Ib. 15c.3 Vo is always uniform, and the color is a beautiful dark 
Ip. 25c,; Ib. 40c.; 5 ib. (for 1 acre) $1.75 Postpaid. red. You cannot afford to be without this best of all 

Mangels. It is such a shy seeder that the seed eannot 
be ake as eeerey, as oe Meee: yet bene ge 

a a ° Ps ous oO acing this gran angel at prices within the Don’t fail to include this variety : roach omall Hie rai at Ve Ibe at 2 Socuden ib. < ; low prices: OZ. 5c.; '%4 Ib. 15.3 Yo Ib. 25¢.5 Ib. 40c,; “ 
in your orderr & % S% JS & (for 1 acre) $1.75 Postpaid. . 
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4p her UEOUS, 
Li Ly or Earth Almond. 

In sweetness and flavor 
Tasembles a cocoanut or 
almond, and are greatly 
liked byalichildren. Vary j 
in size from a large pea to 
ahazienut, Thenuts grow 

under and near the surface 
, of the ground and are very 
\ easily reached. Relished 
by pigs or poultry. 
Plant seed in April 
two inches apart, 
in rows, 2% feet 
apart. If seed is 
dry soak well be- 
fore planting.- Is 

- very prolific. Pkt. 
5c.; 14 pt. 10c.; pt. 18c. 
gt. 

/ COLLARDS—True Georgia. 
Also known in different sections as ‘‘Cole” and “Colewort,” 

It originated in the South in the effort of Cabbage to perpetuate | 
itself under an adverseclimate. It forms a mass of leavesona } 
tall stem, and is used for greens, Pkt. 3c; oz. 7c.; 202. 12¢.3; 34 Ib. § 
20c.: 4% Ib. 35c.; Ib. 60c. 

The GREAT COFFEE BERRY. | 
The Best Coffee Substitute Ever Discovered. 

Many prononnce it as good as the genuine, and it is superseding 
in a great measure store coffee as fast as its merits become known. 

It is the poor man’s friend 
and the rich man’s de- 

fe light. It is certainly the 
= best berry to mix in other § 

) coffee that we ever saw. 
Half and half will produce 

. 2 drink claimed by many 
\ ; to be equal toacupof good f 
= S Rio. It is the hardiest, 

easiest raised and the most 
productive ofany plant we 

WS eversaw. While growing 
it is a perfect sight to be- 

35C. 

/ CRESS. 
; Curled or Pepper Grass. 

This small salad is much 2 _<«s A, Wy ith AMAA PAR hold. See coffee cut, which 
used with lettuce, to which its LP, een Eee YA NY does not exaggerate its 
Warm, pungent taste makes a 
most agreeableaddition. Pkt. 
2c.; 02. 6c.; 2 oz. 10c; 44 Ib. 15c.3 

b, 

» FRUE WATER CRESS. 
The most delicious of small 

saiads. Seed should be sown 
and lightly covered in grayelly 
muddy land along the banks of 
small rapid streams. Plants ¢ es ; 
need.no further culture, as 3 and avoid disappointment. 
they increase rapidly by self = : A Large Pkt. 5c.; 14 Ib. We. %4 

2 Se : sown seed and extension. of — Ib. 17c.; 1b. 30c. 
| .CRESS—(PEPPER GRASS). Toots. Pkt. 4c; ez. 30c; 2 oz. 50c, THE GREAT COFFEE BERRY. 

“ 

wonderful productiveness. } 
It matures as early as corn 
and does welloneverykind § 

_ofisoil. Youcarraise your | 
: own coffee for one cent a } 
pound. Parchand prepare | 
like other coffee and you ! 
wiil be surprised and de- | 

lighted to find how good it | 
is. Buy at headquarters 

) 

Se 
a = 

“ : Geer Qne packet Each ot the 5 Vavieries listed om this page for only :3 cents. 
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Prosperity.—Standard shipping sort. It makes a large, round, firm head, which seldom 
bursts or rots. It is now, indeed; one of the most 
you unbounded satistaction for every purpose. Pkt. 

1b. $2.00, 
yes = QW Sa 

® - g bs 

\e fi W\\ YZ <i, hard as rock. Try it. 
‘Early Marvel.—The won- \ iw ZF BGs VY, ib. $1.10; Ib. $2.00, 

rofitable sorts to grow, and will give 
c.3 oz. 18c.; 2 oz. 35c.; %4 Ib. 60c.; % 

SN) Wines Mammoth Rock Red.-——Certainly the finest and by far the best 
yy new variety of Red Cabbage on the market. The heads will YD ed, ITY, BS \ Yy average over 10 pounds each, and are always of rich, red color 

EROCEE ¥ AY g Mf Y inside. as well as outside, while they are almost. (literally) as 
Pkt. 4¢.; oz. 18¢.; 2 oz. 35c.; %4 lb. G0c.; 

i Early Jersey Wakefield.—The Improved Jersey Wakefield is (A prize of $50.00 was WA a 
e17¢ CU % "the standard of best early Cabbage. It forms fine, solid heads 

awarded to Mrs. Lillian | AAW. EY of good size, conical in shape, with very few outside leaves, 
Holdbroo k, Vicksburg,: | \ Yt; Wz ( and of the best quality. 

this standard variety. 
We offer this as the earliest strain of 

Grown only from selected heads. Our Tenn., in 1902, for naming § Uf ZZ é 
F ‘ye ZA) Mie strain is remarkably pure; always gives satisfaction. Pkt. 4c.; 

this yarlety.); _Unquestion- oz. 18c.; 2 OZ. 350.3 ¥%4 Ib. 60c.3 % Ib. $1.10; Ib. $2.00. : 
ably the finest, earliest, 
largest (weighs from 17 to 
25 pounds), most solid early —S 

Cabbage grown; unexcelled FIELD, 
in flavor, unequaled. in quality, and always the leader on 

the market. This grandest of all varieties pleased over. 

100,000 families during the past season. You cannot @= 
{ possibly be disappointed with it. Pkt, 5¢.; oz 18¢.; 2 oz. 

5 35c.; 14 Ib. 60c.; 14,1b. $1.10; Ib. $2.00. 

Vv The Oregon. 
One of the best second early and fall varieties 

ever introduced, is absolutely faultless. 

1 ySurebead.—A famous main crop Cabbage, producing large, round, flattened heads of 
the’‘‘flat Datch”’ type, and is remarkable for its certainty to head. Heads uniform, hard, 
firma and fine in texture, weighing from 10 to 15 pounds; sweet flavored; has hardly any 
loose leaves; keeps well. Good for shipping and just the quality to suit market gardeners 
and farmers. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 12c.; 2 oz. 28c.; %4 Ib, 45c.; 1%4 Ib. 85e.; Ib. $1.50. 

Great Northern Cabbage Seed has 
a World-Wide Reputation, 
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THERN GIAN TD 
10 points it is distinguished by: 

UTCH. 

THING EXPRESS. LIGH { : : A 1. It’s the surest heading cabbage in the world. 
he Earliest Cabbage in the World. 2. Is the superior of all other winter Cabbages. 
See painting from nature on inside front Ng 3. Enormous solid heads, averaging 20 lbs. or mores 

ésver ene! < 4, Measuring 18 to 24 inches in diameter. 
Ready to use in 60 days from 5. Specially grown heads often reach 50 lbs. each. 

E ¢ planti Heads of good 6. Interior creamy white, compact and crisp. 
time of planting. - pee x %. Unequaled for cooking or slicing; flavor very fine. 
size, weigh from 8 to 12 Ibs., have 8. It is the best winter keeper in forty states. 
but few outside leaves and there- 9. It has more friends than any other sort. 

fore may be planted very close to- & 

gether, and yield large crops, al- 

| ways of fine flavor and very solid. 3 

We control the entire stock of this 

Earliest of All varieties. Seed is 

very scarce this season, but in or- 

i der to enable all to try this great- 

’ est of all early cabbage, will sell as 

i long as our stock lasts at the fol- 

i Jowing low prices: Pkt. 5c.; OZ. 

$148 2 oz. 35c.; 4 Ib. 60c.; Yo Ibe 

10. It is known to flourish on all soils. 
As predicted this truly wonderful late variety has had 

the greatest run of any late cabbage on the market; not 
one of our customers were disappointed in results. From the 
multitude of testimonials received regarding this variety 
we are led to believe that our efforts in introducing this 
grandest of all late varieties‘are truly appreciated. It is 
grand—simply eclipsing everything of its kind in the 
market—999 out of 1,000 plants will produce marketable 
heads. We control the complete stock of this variety. 
Pkt. 10c.; oz. 30c,; 2 oz. 50c.; '%4 Ib. 90c.; Yo Ib. $1.60; Ib. $3. 

r = a 

0: Ib. $2.00. 

Every order for Packets amount- 

i ing to 50 cents or over entitles one 

to select extra goods free of charge. 

f to the amount of 30 cents for each 
$1.00 remitted. (See page one.) 

Special Offers Abound Throughout this Book. Do Not Fail to Take Advantage of Them. 
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y ‘The Best Carrots. 
“4 A \ ’ Pr p f n° 

New Chantenay or Model.—Tops medium sized; necks small; roots tapering slightly, but 
uniformly stump-rooted and smooth;. color deep orange-red; flesh very crisp and tender, It 
is a heavy cropper and undoubtedly one of the best for both market and private gardeners, 
while its great productiveness makes it very desirable as a field sort. Pkt. 4c,; oz. 7e.; 2 
oz 12c.; % lb. 20c.; Y% Ib. 35c.; lb. §0c. 

W Danvers—(Private Stock.)—Tops medium sized. The smooth and handsome roots are of | ~ 
medium length, tapering uniformly. to a blunt point; flesh sweet, crisp, tender and of a deep 
orange color. This variety, although the roots are shorter, produces as large a bulk as the 
longer field sorts‘and is more easily harvested. Pkt. 4c.; oz, %¢c.; 2 oz, 12c.; 14 lb. 18¢.; 4% 

A «3 Ib. 50¢, 
i a w Ox Heart, or Guerande.—This fine carrot is intermediate as to length between 

the half long varieties and the Short Horn Carrot, but much thicker than the lat- 
ter, attaining at the top from three 4, = 

to four inches in diameter. Very fine Pah “ Ree | 

in quality for table. Pkt. 4c.; 02. 
4c.3 2 0z. 1203-34 lb. 20c.3 % Ib. 
3505 Ib. 60c,. 

\ Improved Tong Orange.—Always 
well formed, of large size, deep, rich 
orange color. Good keeper. Pkt. 3¢.5 
oz. 7%c.3 2 oz. 12c.3 % Lb. 18c.; % Ib. 
30c.; lb. 50. 

NEW. CHANTENAY. 

‘" te { 
* New Golden Self Blanching.—Plants of a yellowish-green color when young, but 
as they mature the inner stems and leaves turn a beautiful golden yellow, which 

) adds much to their attractiveness and makes the work of blanching easier. The 
/ handsome color, crispness, tenderness, freedom from stringiness and fine, nutty flavor 

of this variety make it only necessary to be tried in order to establish it as the stand- 
ard of excellence as an early sort. Pkt. 4c.3 oz 18c.; 2 oz 35c.3 14 lb. 60c.; % Ib. 
$1.10; lb. $2.00. : ; 

White Plume.—One of the most beautiful of all and the earliest. Brittle, fine 
grained, and the’ easiest known sort to blanch. Pkt. 3c.3 oz. 12c.; 2 oz 23c.3 %4 Ib, 
45¢.; yy 1b. 80c.; Ib. $1.50, ¢ Y e 

. Improved Golden Heart.—The best for family and market use. The stalks are 
vary thick, beautifully formed, perfectly solid and of excellent flavor. Another 
requisite is its excellent keeping avality. In this respect it is the best celery for 
winter storage; for market or private planting it is an indispensable variety. Pxt. 
8c.3 oz. 12c.3; 2 oz. 28c.; 14 Ib. 40c.; % Ih. 80c.; Ib. $1.50. 

,. Celeriac, or Turnip-Rooted Celery.—This is unquestionably the largest and best ; 
Geleriac in existence. The roots are very large, almost globe shaped. Flavor excel- ee 
Tent. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 12c.; 2 oz. 23c.; %4 lb. 45c.3 14 Ib. 80c.; lb. $1.50, su ‘ IMPROVED GOLDEN HEART. ~ 

4 

‘One Packet Each of the 8 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 25 Cents. 7 
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The Best Cucumbers. 
4 Our.Crop of Cucumber Seed is Very Short. After Our Own 
} rowth Seed Is Sold We Shali Have No More to Oiier. 

New Rockford Pickle—The very best variety for Pickling Pure 
poses. The triumph of cucumber introductions. The best Cucumber 

™ for pickles, and is used almost exclusively by pickle factories through- 
out the country. The fruit is of medium size, wonderfully even in 
growth, slightly pointed at both ends. Extra early,and the whole | 

; crop can be depended upon to make fine pickles. Also § 
valuable for slicing, being of fine flavor, crisp and delicious. 
oka on 18c.; 2 oz. 35c.; 4% lb. GOc.; % lb. $1.10; 

y New Extra Early Long Green—Produced by selec- 
tion from Long Green, Vines vigorous and productive, 
forming fruit early.- About twelve incres long, firm 
and crisp. The young fruit make the best pickles, and 
when ripe are preferable to any for sweet pickles. 
Hg gy oz. 18¢.; 2 oz. 30c.3 4 Ib. 506.; Yo ib. 90c.; 

/ ‘New Everbearing—Valuable variety for producing an 
apo ndaee eee pees ones in the Sper until killed wy 
y frost. » 4C:5 OZ. 15¢.3 20z. 28c.3 14 Ib. 50c.; iby & 80¢.; Ib. $1.50. i nee alate © 

jy Early Russian—The earliest variety in cultivation & 

Scrv3 OZ. 12c.; 2 oz. 20c.; 1% Ib. 35c.3 Yo Ib. 65c.; Ib. $1.25.F is 
P 

y Monarch White Spine. 
Superior for all purposes. AI- 

most cylindrical in shape, slightly 
pointed at the ends, and handsome Bia Ee 2 2 
in appearance, being perfectly | } New Japanese Climbing Cucumber—Vines are of‘ he and Bf : : ood, healthy, vigorous growth with rich, dark greem tit 
See ae eee af oo =a foliage, and throw out strong grasping tendrils, which i 

a Ker Seles = eit te s0r- | enable it to climb trellises, wire netting, brush or any } | ous growth and enormously pro- , ’ ys other suitable support. It comes into bearing quickly chi 
and continues, abundantly throughout the season, Ss 
while the climbing habit enables the fruit to grow A 
perfectly straight, from twelve to eighteen inches in Nr. 
length. The cucumbers are thick, tender and of deli- ff 
cate flavor. Flesh pure white. Pkt, 6¢.; oz: 18c. 

_’ West India 
~| ¥ Gherkins. _.4 

ductive. The fruits retain their 

pickling, 
small _ oval- 3 
shape ad == = = 
prickly fruit. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 12c.3 2 oz. 20¢.; 14 Ib. 35e- 

One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties of Cucumbers Listed on this Page for Only 41c. Postpald._ 
r 
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| The Best Sweet Corn. 
EXTRA CHOICE. PRICES UNAPPROACHED. 

ae iy 

Wy 

GREAT NORTHERN SEED COMPANY, 

One Packet Each of the 4 Varieties of Corn Listed on this Page for Only Ba Cents. 

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. = 

New Sweet Cork: 3 as oO 

\/“* FIRST OF ALL.” 
The Earliest of All; Earller than the Eatly Cory, | 
his single statement will make thousands of our 

customers eager to have the First of All Sweet 
Corn, which is ready for the table from three days 
to a week earlier than any other, making it very 
desirable, not only for family gardens, but extreme- 
ly valuable to grow for market, where the earliest 
corn always brings by far the highest prices. The 
ears are of medium size, well filled with large 
grains to the very tip. Many of the ears contain 
ten. to twelve rows. Superior in quality, tender 
and sweet. Pkt. 7c¢.3 Yo Ib. 14c.: Ib. 26c. 

Amazement. 
Stalks shert, bearing 1 or 2 ears well covered 

with husks. Ears long, 8 rowed. Kernels broad, 
sweet and tender. The finest variety for family, 
use, Pkt. 16.3 WY ib. 14¢.5 Ib. 26c. “ 

__/ North Star. 

4 \ 

The Best “Second Early Variety," so say thou- 
sands of our customers from every part of the 
country. Grows to good size. Ears of exception- 
ally fine size and of a perfect color, kernels very 
broad and by far the sweetest, richest, whitest and 
most tender of any other main crop variety. Not 
only is it valuable for family uses, but for early 
market and shipping purposes it is also in the lead. 
Pkt. eye Vy Ib. 18c.3 Ib. 34c. 

ff (SPECIAL STOCK.) 
The best Sweeb Corn in every way. 

Being large eared, hardy and productive, 
sweet and tender, and remaining a long 
time in condition suitable for cooking. 
Ié will give satisfaction for all all late 
pape Pkt. 6c.3 1-2 Ib. 14c.3 Ib. 
Co 

‘od /Stowell’s Evergreen. 
td 



best yielder and far in advance of any cther variety, ears averaging six 
inches in length. Pkt. 5c.; '/o Ib. 14c.; Ib. 26c. 

kernel will expand to nearly one inch. Pkt. 5c.; Yo Ib. 14c.; Ib. 26c. 

the "ENDIVE only. Liberal Pkt. 4c.; oz. 18¢.; 2 oz. 35c. 

for lettuce. Very hardy and compact. Pkt. 4c.; 
oz. 9c.; 2 oz. 16¢.; 14 Ib. 30c. \. 

curious, interesting and useful of the Gourd fam- 
ily. Forms may be varied by tying strings 
around the young fruit or enclosing the same in : 
a carved mould while growing. Start seedearly . GROUND CHERRY. Extensively grown for forcing or 
and transplant. Give them a sunny place and Wintering over for early crop. It is 
plenty of water. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 8c. exceedingly early and hardy, and is 

ee 

GREAT NORTHERN SEED COM PANY, ROCKFORD, 

POP CORN. 
: Vi New Snowball. 

The finest white variety in existence, belonging to the rice family; the 

ILLINOIS. 42 

} Queen’s Golden. 
A beautiful golden color, which, however, pops perféetily white. A single 

7 Egg Plant—Improved New Large Purple. 
The best variety: Very smooth and large. Seed is carefully selected from 

prey NDIYE—or Winter Letiuce. 
y/ New Moss Curled. 

The best variety. Give same general culture as & 

_ Gourd—Finest Mixed. 
Combining in the largest mixture the most CAULIFLOWER. 

7 CAULIFLOWER. 
Northern Early Snowball. 

one of the surest to make a solid compact head. 
The best for late summer and fall crop. There is 
no vegetable where the quality of the seedhasmore 

EF : = to do with the suecess of the crop than in Cauli- 
CREED . Noy flower. Our seed is most carefully grown, and with 

Soeteh ess Se orem wy reasonable care every plant will produce a fine 
head. Pkt. 8e.; % oz. $1.25; oz. $2.00; 2 oz. $3.80; 14 
Ib. $7.50. : 

New Ground Cherry. 
& 

Often{called ‘‘Golden Husk or Strawberry Toma- 
to.’”’ We are headquarters for this desirable novel- 
ty, which is unequalled for canning, preserving and 
pies. Dried in sugar as raisins or figs, or to use in 
ruit cake they are unexcelled. They are of a | 
handsome golden color, the size of large cherries, 

NEW SNOWBALL. enormously productive. Pkt. 5c.; oz. 25c. 

pe One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties Listed on This Page for Oniy 29¢. 
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Kohl Rabi.—-Best Vienna.—A desirable vegetable—intermediate between the Cabbage 

and Turnip. Delicious when cooked. Splendid for slicing in vinegar, both raw and cooked. 

PEt, 4c.; oz, 18c, 

. Leek.—New Flag.—Sow the seed and care for young plants the same as for Onions. 

This splendid variety is more largely grown than any other sort, is hardy and of good’ 

quality. PEt. 4c.; oz. 8c.; 2 oz 15c.; %4 1b. 25e. 

% Mustard.—New Chinese.—The large leaves often measure fourteen inches, are ready for 

use in about six weeks after sowing, and will continue fo yield until it ig frosty weather. 

It has a pleasant, pungent flavor, exceptionally hardy, and can be eaten the Same as other 

Salads. Pkt. 8c.; oz. Te.3 2 oz. 1Zc.; 14 lb. 20c. 

SS 

hay? ORs fo ELS HN 
ff 

|THE MANGO MELON, 
or Vegetable Peach. | 

q Splendid novelty, very striking in 
Special H @olor, most wonderful yielder. Fruit 

about the size of an orange, orange 
Oifer. i shaped, and a bright orange yellow 

color, somewhat russeted. For sweet 
pickles, pies, or preserving they are 
splendid. Hnormously productive | 
and ean be used in every way as the 
peach, not quite as sweet. Pkt. Ga 
Oz 25c. r 

Those Marked * are Perennial, 

*Sage-——Pkt, 4c.; oz. 10c. *Horehound—Pkt, 4c, 
Anise—Pkt, 3c. *Lavendar—Pkt, 4c, ‘ 

Sweet Basil—Pkt, 4c, , Majoram (Sweet)—Pkt, 4e, Packet 
*Balm—Pkt. 5c, *Rosemary—Pkt. 4c. ; Each of 
*Caraway—Fkt. 3e. ~ *Rue—Pkt. 4c, the 
Coriander—Pkt. 3c. Saffron—Pkt. 4e, 
Dill—Pkt. 3c, Savory (Summer)—Pkt, 4¢, ' Wonderful | 
*Fennel (Sweet)—Pkt, 4¢, Thyme—Pkt, 4c, | MANGO 
Hyssop—Pkt. 4c. _ . *Wormwood—Pkt, 4c, MELON 

ands f = ——— 
GARDEN | ff ao 
LEMON ‘fhe DEN 

jor | NEW GARDEN LEMON. 
On! + — The greatest novelty of recent in- 
TY 4 troduction. A trifle smaller than 

} Vine Peach. Has fine flesh and de- 
10c. sirable acid flavor, thus dispensing 

with sliced lemon, which is so im- 
portant in putting up the Vine 
Peach. Unexcelled for. general can- § 
ning purposes. Pkt. 6c.; oz 250 § 

One Packet Each of the 23 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 80 Cents. 
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-/ THE FINEST LETTUCE. 
ipse.—A frize of $50.00 was awarded to Adolph Schulein, of Milwaukéé, Wis., 

j Lae Sarhitte this “saya A first-class variety, and one of he best head Let- 
tuces for forcing under glass or early planting outdoors. Plants medium sized, hav- 
ing thick, dark green leaves, and when well grown, forming very solid heads, the 
inner-leaves heing blanched to a rich creamy white, and exceedingly erisp, tender and 
of const Pkt. 5c.; 0z. 10c.3 2 oz. 16c.3 % Ib. 30c.; 14 Ib. 55c.3 Ib, $1.00, 

itution.—For those who like a large, thin, exceedingly tender leaf, and for 
i ae Caeneeat gies come a large, loose cluster of leaves rather than a solid head, 
this is one of the best varieties either for forcing or early sowing out of doors. 
‘a Plants large, forming a large, loose head; light yellowish- 

green in color, so that a litile wilting is not noticed. 
Leaves large, thin, slightly ruffed and blistered, 
the inner ones nicely blanched, and even the 
large outside leaves are tender and of good 

quality. One of the best and most popular 
varieties for market gardeners, as it is at- 
tractive, of excellent quality and continues 

2 long we s nee: i Sp PEt. 
C.5 OZ. Cs5 OZa Ces ry Gos y db. S5c.3 1b, $1.09. = fe 

Lg; a Ae > 
PED AES NY . at 

Cet A 
side of the solid heads are of sl 
bright, light green, with a slight CAE SOSA: 
reddish tinge on the edges. They }* MNT: AWA ys 
have smali indents which are con- Wig TREE eS TM 
stantly filling with dew-drops, “ESS. g Woe Mr 
keeping it fresh. We recommend ’ :. 
the New Iceberg. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 8c.; & Sa ie 

; yo": 15c.; A ib, 25c.3 A Ib. 40c.; Ib, 75e, Sy 
* Emerald.—tThe best of the large, thin- ™ 
leaved, clustering sorts for the home garden, 
leaved, clustering sorts for the home garden. As ; Tt is ‘also a ‘splendid variety for home 
markets and shipping. The very large NEW. ICEBERG. ZY LB 4 leaves are exceedingly tender, crisp and ; =) ( sweet, forming a large, loose head, Pkt, : ZZ ra 3.0% 10c.; 2 oz. 16e; % Ib. 30c.: 141b. 55¢.: Ib. $1.00. ) aR ANINCS FR MNS ~ _ Early Tennis Ball.—Finest of cil early varieties and unusually good sized n i) iG) OY bv ailihna and solid; has little tendency to run to seed. Wonderfully crisp, exceptionally i We Uys RS es ; teuder, and above all delicious in flavor. As a forcing variety it has no su- AES Zi VIGYN ANS Re 

; is easyer as grey or market sort. Pkt. 3c.; oz. 6c.; 2 oz. 10c.; 14 Ib. pa Fy. ite MY 
re 3 uy We C.5 . Cc. 

—— ( af 4 ij} Ne : First Early.—This is the Earliest Lettuce in the world; beautiful flavor and el Manas hape, it is a lettuce for oly. 4e general ¢rop, or aed Lanes ane we do oh think 
it can he improved. It will please everyone who plants it. e sure and give it atrial. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 8c.; 2 oz. 15c.; 14 1b. 850.3 % Ib, 40c.; Ib. 75c. FIRST EARLY. 

_ One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties of Lettuce Listed on this Page for Only 17 Cents, — 
Eg @ ey Met ee f wen EN 
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MONTE CRISTO! 
THE KING OF ALi MELONS. 

Early, large, handsome, sweet flayored, great 
yielder, vigorous grower. Outside color dark, 
mottled green, in two shades forming indistinct 
stripes; flesh very bright; rich red; ex- 
ceedingly sweet and tender. Never before 
in the history of the seed trade has so much 
seed of a Water Melon been sold in one year. 
Largest early Water Melon to mature, ripening 
in the remarkably short period of 65 to 80 days, 
and weighing under ordinary cultivation 60 
pounds. The greatest yielder.. The sweetest, 
juiciest, crisp and most solid melon ever pro- 
duced, never having a hollow or pithy center 
when ripe. ‘The easiest to sell on the market, © 
for when once tried people will have no other. 
Pit. 8c. ; OZ. 15c.5 2 OZ 250.3 % lb. 5e.5 yy lb. 

BUC. 5 lb. $1.00. f ; 

Kolb’s Gem.—Vines' of medium size but re- 
markably vigorous and healthy. .Fruit of the 
jargest size, round or slightly oval, marked 
with irregular mottled stripes of dark and light” 
green, while the under side is of a creamy-yel- 
low color, suggestive always of the most su- 
perior quality. Outer rind or shell exceedingly 
hard and firm, making it a good sort for ship- 

ine long distances. Flesh bright red, solid, sweet, tender and melting. Pkt. 
Gi; OZ 6c.3 2 oz 10¢.; 14 lb. 15e.5 ¥% Ib. 25c.5 Ib. 40c, 

© Maule’s Wonderful Sugar Melon.—Excellent new variety. In fact it has 
already become so popular that it is grown in some localities to the exclusion 
cf most other sorts. Of large size, melons of forty to sixty pounds being of © 
average occurrence. Ilesh red and deliciously sugary. Very prolific, does well 
ae Age Fine keeper. PEt. 4e.3 oz %e.; 2 oz 12c.3 %4 Ib. 20¢.3 1% Ib. 

o@; lb. 60c. ; 
/ New Sweet Heart.—An entirely new and distinct Water Melon, which is 
early, large, handsome, heavy, good shipper, long keeper, bright color and of 
best quality. Carloads of Sweet Hearts were sold at fancy prices when no other 
was saleable. Wines vigorous and productive, ripening its fruit early> Fruit 

oy ‘ ‘ large, oval, heavy, uniformly mottled light and dark green; rind thin but firm; 
flesh bright red, firm, Solid, very sweet and tender. ‘A good keeper. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 7c.3 2 0z. 12c.; %4 Ib. 18c,; % Ib. 30c.; Ib. 50c. 

New Ice Cream, or Peerless.—The great favorite and standard variety. Superior in every respect. Has beautiful crimson core, — 
which is always fine grained and cannot be surpassed in flavor. Very prolific, magnificent grower. Is one of the best for market 
and home purposes. Pkt, 4¢.; oz. %c.3 2 0% 12c.; %4 Ib. 18c.; 44 lb. 30.3 Ib. 50c. - ; ft 
% Fordhook Early.—The form is nearly round. The average weight of the melons are 85 pounds each, a size rarely attained by any | 

other extra early melon under favorable conditions. ‘The rind is tough, making it a valuable variety for shipping. The outer color is a } 
uniform medium green. Flesh is bright red and very sweet. Pkt. 3c.; oz. 6c.; 2 oz. 10c.; %4 1b. 15c.; % Ib. 25¢.5 Ib. 40c, # 

One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties of Water Melon Listed on this Page for Only 22 Centés _ 

Mr ep 
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> 

r¢ Northern Giant. , 
Largest of all ory felons, often weighing thirty pounds and over; the 

flesh is rich, melting &nd sugary. Exceptionally desirable for family and 
neers Bde gore Pt. 5¢.5 oz. 15c.; 2 oz, 25c.; %4 Ib. 35c.3; 14 Ib, G0e.; 

+ J 

c y¥ New Rocky Ford. 
The fruit is oval, slightly ribbed, densely covered with coarse netting. 

Flesh thics, green, very sweet, and highly flavored. Pkt. 4¢.; oz. 7e.; 2 oz 
12c.; %4 Ib. 20c.; % Ihy 25c.; Ib, 60c. 

v Paul Rose, or Petoskey. 
It has a firmness of rind and ‘‘cheesy’”’ structure of flesh peculiarly its 

own, and is superior in these respects to any melon in existence. It sur- 
passes all Melons as a ship- 
per and long keeper. Pkt. 
4c.; 9z. 8c.; 2 oz. 15c.; %4 Ib. 
25c.g % Ib. 40c.; Ib. 75c. 

ts 

y New Banana. 
Reniaveahie variety, grow: 

ing from eighteen to thirty 
& inches long. The skin is 

smooth and of a light yellow; 
flesh salmon red. Very desir- - 
able for family use. Pkt. 5e.3 
oz. i0c, = SS - 

Sugar Nutmeg. 
The finest of all Nutmee Melons. Fruit of medium size, slightly ribbed, globular, 

Flesh thick, of fine flavor. Pkt. 5c.: oz, 8c.; 2 oz. 15c.; %4 Ib. 25c.; 14 1b. 40c.; lb. 75c, 
SS mE 

ges GHINESE. Y THE FOUR BEST PEPPERS. 
NOP PR RIN Bs heres < Chinese Giant.—The largest and finest mild red pepper. Sets fruits in clusters of 

Oe ae Bo GIANT mthree to five. Unequaled for all purposes. Large Pkt. 8c.; oz. 35c. 
»f Large Bell, or Bull Nose.—An early variety of mild flavor. A favorite for pickling 

and for use-in-the natural state. Pkt. 3c.; oz. 15e. 2 
Leng Red Cayenne.—Pods are small, cone-shaped, scarlet red when ripe. The pods 

A as frequently used for pickling green as when ripe. Pkt. 3c.; oz. 12c. 
3 4 New Ruby King.—An exceedingly large and handsome Pepper of mild flavor; the 

its are of Shes ee from 414 to 6 Anches long by 9 to 12 inches in cir- 

ecumference. PEt, 4c.; 0z, 18c, f 

: 17 PARSLEY. : 
‘New Moss Curled.imA compact growing, 

@nely cut and much curled variety of a 
= Se: ats bright green color. Owing to its fine Havor 

Saas c: 2 eS, Bice: and density of foliage it is much sought aft- 
eae ad eas er. Pkt. 4c.; 0z. 7c. 

~ "One Packet Each of the 10 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 40 Cents. 
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RTHERN GROWN ONION SEED. 
GREAT NORTHERN RED WETHERSFIELD. .° DANVERS YELLOW. 

fis) b ae A fine productive variety of medium mine G ; Vive challenge the e a: size. Skin coppery yellow, fiesh white, 
GW YZ world to produce a ji } 5 comparatively -mild and well flavored. 
| AG better strain than 

} our Northern grown 

siock. 

Pkt. 3c.;.0z. 8c.; 2 oz. 15¢.3; 14 Ib. 25c.;3 

) GENUINE PRIZETAKER, 
The handsomest, largest and best yel-- 

\low globe-shaped Onion. An excellent 
Keeper, of finest flavor, handsome shape 
‘and enormous size, many single Onions 
having been raised to weigh five pounds 

Wy and over from seed the first year. Ours 
Y” is nerthern grown seed. Pkt. 5¢.3 oz, 

15c.; 2 OZ. 256.5 14 Ib. 35c.3 Yo Ib. 60e.5) j 
tb. $1.00. y . 9 

The shape is well 7 
shown in our illus- fff 
tration. Of  largefil 
Size; skin deep red, | 
while flesh is fine 
grained and of good \ 
flavor. Wonderful 
yielder and a good 
Keeper. Pkt. 5c.3 
oz. 10¢c.; 2 oz. 18c.$ 

= Vn |b. 30c.3 Yo Ib. Z7\SS ; Y 
5 == 06.5 lb. 90c. GREAT NORTHERN RED WETHHRSFIELD, 

?, PERFECTED WHITE GLOBE. 
Trae strain. 

st (New Sugar.) 
! The best Parsnip on 

earth. Of desirable size, 
f roots smooth, flesh fine- 
H grained and best -qual- | Wy 
| ity. Good yielder. Keeps WY” 

well. Pkt. 5c.3 OZ. 15¢. 3 My Laer = : eS Res if 

2 oz. 25c.; 4 Ib. 35c.9  ILLINOISGOLDEN  10c.; 2 oz. 18¢.; 1/4 Ib. 30c.3 i Ib, == : == Om | 
Yo Ib. 60c.5 Ih. $1.00, GLOBE, 50c.; Ib. 90c. ‘ GENUINE PRIZETAKER, | 

! One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 23 Cents. 



FOR THIS 
NEW ONION $600.00 CASH PRIZ 

‘POWHATTAN, 
Making Onion. 

A prize of $100.00 was 
awarded in 1903 to F. W. 
Weischmeier, Cincinnati, O. 

fer the largest yield from 3 
packets of seed. The other 
prizes were not awarded in- 

asmuch as all the onions re- 

ceived were under required 
weight. 

The shape is well shown 

in our illustration roundish 

flat; outside color, rich 

bprownish-yellow; flesh 

white and of mild flavor. It 

ean’t be beat as a keeper. 

A great yielder; matures in 

good season. We have grown 

specimens -many times 

weighing nearly four 

pounds, but we want a bet- 

ter record and will pay 

$600.00 in Cash Prizes, as 

stated elsewhere on this 

i page. You would certainly 

be surprised if you should 

succeed in growing one of 

these monster onions weigh- 

ing over five pounds; you 

are sure of a big crop, 

=e as well as the privilege of 

=. testing this new Onion in 

= _ advance of the general pub- 
lic, besides a chance of get- 
ting one or more of the 
prizes. We will send 2 
packet of the seed, with in- 
structions, for only 10c.; 0z. 
20c.; 2 oz. 35c.; %4 1b. GSc.5 
% Ib. $1.25; Ib. $2.00. 

For the L ie : 

ie ts egg oe 08 
‘or the Most Perfect i $250.00 rif rpc space ec 
ing over 4 Ibs. ; 

Fer. the L ield‘ 

| 5100.00 Three Packets of Sele Sigs: 

——— 

of the Special Offers Abounding Throughout this Book. Na 7 ae Don’t Fail to Take 
ad 2: a ee ; pe 

Advantage 

pas acticin S ade St ain SEED COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. 66 
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Early Norther—See Painting from Life, also description 

inside back cover page of this book. Large Pkt. 1Oc. 5; % Ib. 

(Ge.; Ib. 3O0c. 

ik Wott’s Excelsior—The earliest and best Dwarf Pea in cul- 
tivation. Very hardy. Height 18 inches. Desirable for market 

Gardeners or the home garden. Pkt. '7e.: % Ib. I4c.: Ib. 26¢. 
Bs 

: S 

New Everbearing. 
The great continuous 

everbearing variety. 

Especially valuable for 

Summer and Autumn 

use. Stout vines, grow- 

ing 18 in. high, bearing 

at the top large quan- 

tities of broad pods 

containing 6 or 8 large 

\ peas of finest quality. 

pi if peas are picked as 

’ Ye they mature the plant 

The most desirable sort for the home garden. will throw out 
Large podded and of splendid quality. Thevine branches bearing pods 
of this most distinct sort is like that of First and « . * 
Best, except that it grows a little taller and pro- which will mature: in 
duces peas fit for use a few dayslater. The im- succession, thus pro- 

fF mense pods are as large as those of the Tele- longing the season. 
f phone, uniformly well shaped and handsome, Pkt. 8c. Y% Ib. te: 

and more attractive than other first earlies. - 8.5 Yo tb. Mes 
Pkt. Sc; % lb. 18C; Ib. 34c. Ib. 26c. 

) ninneny One Packet Each of the 4 Varieties of Peas. Listed on this Page Only 25 Cents. 
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THE BEST PEAS. 
Bred to Perfection on the Great Northern Seed Farms. 

V Luscious Meiting Sugar. 

(The best edible podded variety.) Pods sweet, brittle 
and succulent and of the finest flavor. A great im- 

m#Provement over the old Melting Sugar. Pkt. 8ce.; 
VA ib. 14¢.; Ib. 26c, 

Y  Grant’s Favorite. 
Pods of good size and always well filled with ex- 

ceptionally sweet and highly flavored Peas. A luxuri- 
ant grower 3 to #ft. high. Pkt. 8c.; 1% Ib. 14c.; ib. 26c. 

¥ Improved Stratagem. 
Peds of immenge size and uniformly filled with large, 

dark green peas of the finest quality. Pkt. 8c.; V2 ib. 
14c.; Ib. 26c.. # 

pot Z 
wee” ~ New Heroine. 

(Finest of all the second early peas.) Grows uniformly about 
2% feet high, bearing a profusion of large, long, pointed pods, 

' containing from 7 to9 large Peas of finest quality. Pkt. 6c.3; 
% ib. 12¢.; lb. 22c. 

Great Northern First and Best. 
Vines vigorous and hardy, 2 to 21% feet high. Peas 

smooth; yellowish white. Pkt. 7c.; 2 Ib. 14c.; Ib. 22. 

Improved Champion of England. 

Vines strong, 4 to 5 feet high. Very productive. 
‘Seed whitish green and much shriveled. Pkt. 7¢.3 

| One Packet Each of the 6 Varieties of Peas Listed on this Page for Only 40 Cents, 
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=zzz'__& PAGE OF RADISHES. 
=| ROCKFORD MARKET—A world beater ee 

= ~ among radishes. Very early, shape regular, WZ smooth and nearly conical, being VA. Wer 
<== intermediate between the half 

=| long and extra long sorts. Hand- g 
Some scarlet color. Crisp, ten- 
der ang juicy. Vz Ik, Bee OZ 
C.5 2 OZ. 15.5 4 bs 25g.8 Va Ib. 40¢.3 Ib, 756, ay 

( Early Red Bird. 
i ; “ 

} | The earliest scarlet tur- 
Nh | Dip radish, maturing in 
ne less than two } 
PEN weeks. Fiesh & 
Es= . White and 
=; extremely 

|= Xo) i crisp and 
* tender. Pkt. 6c.3 oz. 8c.3 2 

=~ oz. 15c.; 14 lh. 256.3; Yo Ib. 
. 40c.; Ib. 75c. 

i | Early Snow White. 
Identical to the above except in color, which is a beautiful snow white. 

kt. 6c.; oz. 8c.3 2 oz. 15¢.; Va" lb. 25c.; Yo Ib. 40c.; Ib. 75c. 

* New Rosy Gem. 
A favorite turnip-shaped variety of medium size, uniform shape, color bright 

| Scarlet, sharply contrasting with white tips, which makes it most attractive. 
| Grows quickly. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 6c.; 2 oz. 10c.; 14 Ib. 15c.; 1% Ib. 25c.; Ib. 40c. 

» improved Breakfast. 
Its color is very deep, glossy crimson. The white is well defined and ccn- 

|) trasts pleasingly with the deep red of the upper part. One of the best sorts 
| for family use. Pkt. 4¢.; 0Z. 6c.; 2 oz. 10c.; 1% Ib. 15¢.3 > Ib. 25c.3 Ib. 45c. 

* Chartiers or Shepherd. 
Largest and handsomest long sort. Delicious flavor, resists 

| drought, and remains long fit for use, Pkt. 4c.; 0Z. 6c.3 2 oz, 10; 4 
Ib. 15c.5 lb Ib. 25c.3 Ib: 40c. 

) All Year Radish Mixture. 
A superb mixture of all kinds, early, medium, fall and winter varieties. 

| Sow a row of it and it will furnish you delicious radishes throughout the etna” aN ————————— 
| year. Pkt. 5c.; oZ. 7c.; 2 oz. 12c.; 14 Ib. 16c.3 % lb. 28c.; lb. 50c. rz, =X, ore 

One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties of Radish Listed on this Page for Only 28 Gents. a 

raed 
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ie _7 7 

Radish—New Triumph. 
The new Variegated Radish matures in about 21 days. 

The ground color is pure white, striped and splashed 
with bright scarlet. The flesh is crisp and solid, and 
owing {0 its rapid growth, is very mild ‘in flavor. Pkt, 
oe 8c.; 2 OZ. 15e.; yy, lb. 25¢.$ iB Tb. 40c.; lb. 75, 

Radish—New Icicle. 

= The finest long white Radish in cultivation. 
=== beautiful in shape and the skin and flesh are 

# pure snow-white. Crisp, brittk and of rapid 

$F ~ CRESS EE EE a EE | 

5S 

; cam select 30 cents worth of extra seeds free. With a 50 

er only and not Bulk Seeds. 

0Z. 25¢c.; 14 lb. 35c.; ¥%4 Ib. 60c.; Ib. $1.00. 

alsify, or Vegetable Oyster. 
NEW MAMMOTH —One of the most delicious and nu- 

tritious of yegetables—a truly American variety of the 
highest merit—of large size; in every way preferable to 
the older varieties. Pkt. 5c.; oz. 10c.; 2 oz. 16c.; 14 lb. 30c.; 4% Ibp55c.; Ib, 90c. 

ee any Seasons. 

A earefully prepared blend that will produce an 
abundant supply of Spinach at all seasons of the year. 
No vegetable of the Spinach class is more largely used 
than this. Extremely wholesome and palatable and 
Makes a fine dish of ‘‘greens,’’ retaining its bright 

~ green color even after cooking. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 8c.; 2 oz. 
SALSIFY. 12c.; 14 lb. 15c.; % Ib. 25c.; Ib. 40c, 

DON’T FORGET TO READ PAGE 1. 
says there that with every $1.00 order for packets you 

cent order 15 cents worth This offer applies to packets 

One Packet 
2 

. t - Ni 

= Srowth. Order early. Pkt. 10c:; oz 15c.; 2 

Each of the 6 Varieties on this Page Only 39 Cents. 

King of the Mammoths. 
Grand and colossal variety. Think 

of it, a single Pumpkin weighing 
469 pounds. Always a prize winner. 
One of the best pie and table vari- 

eties grown. Fine keeper. Valuable j 
for feeding purposes. We do not 
save seed from specimens weighing [| 

jjless than 200 pounds. Pkt. 8¢.; OZ fj 
15¢.; 2 OZ. 28c.5 A lb. 50c.3 yy ‘ 

4 lb. 80c.3 Ib. $1.50. 5 

TAL 

/ Sugar or Pie Pumpkin. 
A particularly fine orange colored sort, remarkably 

Sweet, fine grained and dry. Keeps well and cannot be 

beat for table use. Always gives the best satisfaction. 

Pkt. 4c.; oz. 7e.3 2 oz. 12c.3 14 Ib. 18c.3; % Ib. 30c.3 

Ib. 50c. 
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PRIZE-WINNING SQUASH. 
‘Great Northern Hubbard. 

The Grand Old Favorite.—This is a superior, selection of this grand variety and 
one of the best winter Squashes; flesh bright orange yellow, fine grained, very ary, 
sweet and rich flavored; keeps perfectly good throughout the winter; boils or bakes 
exceedingly dry and is esteemed by many to be as good baked as a sweet potato. 
Our stock is most carefully selected with regard to quality of the flesh and color and 
wartiness of the shell, but the latter peculiarities are largely determined by the Soils 
in which the Squashes are raised. Our customers ean plant this variety in perfect 
confidenee that every fruit will’be a pure Hubbard. Pkt. 5c¢.3 oz 8,3; 2 oz, 16c,; %4 f 
Ib. 25c.; 4% Ib. 40c.; lb. tbe. 

k * Mammoth White ‘Bush. ae 
Scalloped or Impmeved Patty-Pan. Great improvement over the -Harly White 

Bush. Very uniform in shape and wonderfully prolific. Fit to use very early, of a 
= beautiful white color and grow to a large size. 12 to 15 inches across. Valuable 
2 pike for cary, and market purposes. Pkt. 4c.; 02. 7c.; 2 oz. 12c.; %4 Ib. 20,5 Ye F 
= lb. 35¢.; lb. GOG, ; 

Se 

GREAT NORTHERN HUBBARD. ) | 

Mammoth Prize. The Largest of Ail. 
We can justly claim to have the best strain of this variety in the market; certainly 

there is no better. Rather flat at both ends. Single specimens have grown to the enor- 
mous weight of 300 pounds. Outer color a rich orange yellow; flesh very thick and of 
rich yellow color; quality good, very nutritious, making it exceptionally valuable for all 
family and market purposes. its size makes it profitable to grow for stock feeding. also. 
Pkt. 5c.3 oz. 15c.3 2 oz, 25c.3; % ib. 35c.; % Ib. 60c.5 Lb. $1.00, 

* New Giant Summer Crookneck. 
Our experience and that of our customers proves it to be one of the best summer 

Squashes. Twice as large as the ordinary Crookneck. It is more 
warty and earlier. This combination makes it the most desirable 
for the market or private garden. Pkt. 4.3 0Z Tor; 2 OZ L2ec3 
1% Ib. 20c.3; % Ib. 35c.3 1b. 60c. 

» Pineapple. 
Fine for summer and fall; flesh is thick: ereamy white, and of 

the richest flavor; exceedingly productive and gives the best sat- 
isfaction for all purposes. Pkt, 4c.; oz. %o.3 2 oz 12c.; %4 Ib. 
18c. > wy lb. 30c.; lb. 50c. f 3 

\, Perfect Gem. 
Wonderfully productive. WFiesh fine grained and cooks dry and 

sweet. Rich, delicious flavor. Pkt, 8c.; oz. %c.; 2 oz. laa; % 
lb. 18e.; 1 Ib. 30c.3 Ib. 50c. 

of ‘New Delicata, ) 
Extremely early; very prolific. Of small size, but very solid and * 

heavy, having a very small seed cavity. Pkt. 3c.; oz, 7c; 2 02% A Ha = Dy 
12c.; 4 Ib. 18c.; 14 Ib. 30c.; Ib. 50e, a y — ie a 

"One Packet Each of tne 7 Varieties of Squasn Listed on this Page for Only 21 Gents: 
s 
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oped THE BEST TOMATOES. 
Eclipse—One of the best tomatoes for family, market and shipping purposes. . j 

A splendid early cropper, having numerous clusters of three to seven large tomatoes 
of a dark red color; fiesh very firm; favorite on account of its smooth fruit. Pkt. 5c.5 

oz, 25c.; 2 oz. 40c.; 4 Ib. 75c.; % Ib. $1.25; 1b. $2.00. _ 

WNew Giant Everbearing—The largest and best variety. Produces an abun- 
dance of mammoth fruits, many have been grown weighing over 3 pounds. Quality 

is excellent and if you test it you will grow no others; bright red color and very solid 

with only a few seeds and free from ret. If started early fruits ripen from early in 

July. until killed by frost. Pkt. 10c.; oz. $Oc.; 2 oz. 5Oc. 

b Farliest of All. We have given a good deal of atiention to the improvement of 

i i ink we have succeeded in making it one of the smoothest, and 

ee natarst a ene ann BES. of the purple fruited sorts. Vine large, hardy and 

productive, ripening its fruit earliest of all, and continuing to bear abundantly until 

cut off by frost. Fruit in clusters of four or five, invariably round, smooth, and of 
geod size, free from cracks and stands shipment remarkably well; flesh solid and 

ellent flavor. For market 

pardeners who want an early 

purple fruited tomato, either for 

home market, or to ship, for pri- 

vate gardens, or for canners, it 

stands without a peer among its 

f aE class. Pkt. 4c.; 02 25c.; 2 0% 

4 EARLIEST OF ALL. 40c.: %4 Ib. 75c.3 Y% Ib. $1.25; Ib. 

Northern Light.—This is the heaviest and most solid fruited of the large to- 
matoes of good quality. Our stock is distinctly superior to all, being.more uni- 

form, better colored and larger. Vines vigorous and productive. Fruit round, 
apple-shaped, very large, very deep red in color and astonishingly heavy. PEt. 
5c.;.0z. 14c.; 2 oz. 25¢c.; %4 lb. 45c.; % Ib. 80c.; Ib. $1.50. 
\y Futuity.—Of recent introduction, but one of the most popular on the market 

today. It is a large smooth. fruited variety of great vigor of growth and ex- 
tremely productive. Our crop this season is limited, but we will Sell to one and 
all as Jong as our stock lasts at the following prices: Pkt. 5c.; oz, léc.; 2 oz. - 
25¢.3) 44 lb. 45c.5 % Ib. 80c.; lb. $1.50. 
\ New Early Tree.—This magnificent sort certainly is in the lead of all other = 

tomatoes. ~ Particularly distinguished by their upright growth, never requiring O& 
any supvort, but always standing up like a tree. In form and color the.fruit& 
resembles the Acme; it is always symmetrical and attractive in appearance; the 
skin tough and the fiesh solid; ripens well. Pkt. 5c.; oz. 30c.; 2 oz. 50c. 

, Fine Mixed Hybrid Tomato Seed.—Something Entirely New and Unique—An 
enthusiastic gardener has for several years past been crossing and recrossing all 
sorts of the Tomato, both large and small, yellow, white and red, early and late. 
BEyery Known variety has been used—large, smooth, pear-shaped, plum-shaped, 
currant, fig, peach, etc. The result is a most interesting mixture of all shapes, 
eolers and sizes, from the very largest to the very smallest. The most interest- 3 
ing and satisfactory to plant for the home garden. Everybody will be delighted : 
With the variety and quality of fruit produced. Pkt. 4c.; oz. 20c. NEW EARLY TREE. 

: ~ @One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties of Tomatoes Listed on this Page for Only 31 Gents. 
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A BEAUTIFUL LAWN 

most essential feature in the adorn- 
ment of al! homes. Without it the 
finest flowering plants and bed- 
ding seem insignificant, while 
with it handsome grounds are 
assured, even with no other 
adornment. 

About April ist is the best time 
to make a Lawn, 

OUR LAWN GRASS SEED. 
Is composed of a mixture of Grasses, best adapted 
to produce a permanent and fine turf, so that a- rich 
deep green, velvety lawn is constantly maintained, 

Columbia Mixture. % 
(fHE BEST.) 

Price per 4% Ib. 18c., lb. 30c., postpaid. 
' By Express at buyer’s expense: Per bushel 

VY Bu. 45c. es 
Evergreen Mixture. 

(GOOD QUALITY.) _ 

Price per '% Ib. 15c., Ib. 25c., postpaid. 
By Express: at buyer’s expense: Per bushel 

S of 14 Ibs. $2.40; 2 Bu. $1.25; 4% Bu. 75c.; 
a oe = =e —— : V3 Bu. 40c. ; 

NEW CARDINAL—Splendid variety, large and smooth. Pkt.. 
| 5c.3 Oz. 7¢.; 2 oz 12c.3 74 Ib. 20c.; Va Ib. 35c.; Ib. 60c. 

YEARLY IVORY—Very sweet. Color pure white. Pkt. 5c.; oz. 
| 7cs3.2 oz. 12c.3 4 Ib. 20c.; Yo Ib. 35c.; Ib. 60c. 
} \ RED or PURPLE TOP STRAP LEAF—The old standby. Pkt. 
Sc.3 ez. 6c.; 2 oz. 10c.3 14 Ib. 15c.3 Ib. 25c.; Ib. 40c. ; 

WHITE EGG—Beautiful egg shaped sort of rapid growth. 
picé, 3c.; oz. 7c.; 2 oz. 12c.3 4 Ib. 18c.5 > Ib. 30c.; Ib. 50c. 

MIXED TURNIP SEED—All sorts and varieties. Pkt. 46.5 oz. 
| 703 20z. 12¢.; 4 Ib. 18¢.; > Ib. 30c.; Ib. 50c. 

| Full printed instructions How to 
| Prepare a Lawn and sow the seed will | 
be sent with every order for Grass | 

| Seed. Oy te tage ac 

i \ ALL GOLD—Improvement over Purple Top Yellow. Pkt. 5c.; 
i OZ. iia alent 12c.; 4 Ib. 20c.; Y% Ib. 35c.; ib. 60c. m 

f 18c.; 4% Ib. 30c.; Ib. 50c. FOR PACKETS. S 

One Packet Each of the 7 Varieties of Turnip and Ruta Baga on this Page for Only 22 Gents. 

With its close velvety turf is a § 

: RUTA BAGA or SWEDISH TURNIP. BE SURE TO AD PAGE ONE : 

Over 10 Varieties. Pkt. 40.5 oz. 7c.; 2 oz. 12c.; Y4 Ib. 30 CENTS WORTH FREE WITH EVERY $1.00 ORDER | 
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A PAGE OF BEAUTIFUL 

FLOWERING BULBS. 
Gladiolus. 

Dazzling in brilliancy of colors. 
New Giant mixed 10c. each; $1.00 

per doz. ; 
All colors mixed 8c. each, 25c, per 

doz.; $2.00 per 100. é 
Am, Hybrids 5c. each; 50c. per doz.; 

$3.00 per 100. 
White and Light, 3c, each; 30c. 

per doz.; $2.25 per 100. 
Striped and Variegated, 3c. each; 

30c. per doz.; $2.25 per 100. 
Pink Varieties, 3c. each; 30c. per 

doz. 3 $2.95 per 100, 
Red Varieties, 3c, each; 30c. per 

doz.; $2.25 per 100. 
Yellow Varieties, 4e. each; 40c per 

doZ5 $3.00 per 100. 

Oxalis. 
Most Beautiful Bulb that Blooms. 

Dieppi (white)........10¢, per doz. 
Shamrock (pink).......14¢. per doz. 
Mixed 9 owcndasimlesuivoleeietOs per doz. 

Lily of the Valley. 
The flower that blooms in the 

spring. Large flowering 5c. each; 6 
for 25c.3 12 for 40c. 

Maderia Vine. 
Handsome Showy Vine. 

Choice selected bulbs, 5c. each, 

Tuberose. 
Double Pearl, Large Flowered, White. 

Mammoth Bulbs 10c. each; 3 for 25c.; 75c. per doz, 
Good sized Bulbs, 5c. each; 40c per doz. 

One Choice Bulb Each of the 5 Varieties Listed on this Page for Only 17 Cents. 
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NAPOLEON CLIMBER.—Most beautiful climber in cultivation. Readily climbs 
80 to 40 feet in a season, bearing a profusion of small white flowers. Emits a beau- 
tiful odor not unlike that cf cinnamon. The latest improved of the Cinnamon Vine 
Family. Selected Bulbs 10c. each. 

CINNAMON VINE.—Similar to above, though not so vigorous or handsome. 
Good roots 10c. each; 3 for 25c. 

CALADIUM OR ELEPHANT’S EARS.—Most beautiful of foliage plants. See 
cut, which gives only a faint idea of its enormous size. Selected Bulbs 15c. each: 
Mammoth Bulbs 25c. each. 

h ZT IN CNS » wae Oe ee ye) | PEANUTS. 
ASS ei ee ay 

New Virginia. 

A new, very early, de- 
Sirable and 2 most valu- 
able variety to grow. It 
is of upright growth 
and has the largest 
pods and kernels of any 
variety; always yields 
fewer imperfect pods; 
the vines make valuable 
forage for stock. Plant 
in April and they will 
ripen before September, 
even as far north as 
Canada. It will pay - 
everyone to try them. 
Plant two inches deep, 
eight inches apart in 
the row and keep the 

| ground free from weeds. 
Ae \e 1 UY When ripe pull or dig up 

SSOOMMMMiMoOwA 

j 
cA 

Say 

ae 

SA MUWAAAM MAH 

= Dine SS yy end dry. Pkt. 5ce.3 1% 

| : Vir emeaaie yea ys V7 Ib. 10c.5 Yo tb. 15c.; 
YG THE NAPOLEON CLIMEER, " Ib. 25c. 

3 Selected Bulbs and a Packet of Peanuts for Only 30 Gents. : | ley eat 
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